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Abstra t

The problem of ombining preferen es arises in several appli ations, su h as ombining the
results of di erent sear h engines. This work des ribes an eÆ ient algorithm for ombining
multiple preferen es. We rst give a formal framework for the problem. We then des ribe
and analyze a new boosting algorithm for ombining preferen es alled RankBoost. We also
des ribe an eÆ ient implementation of the algorithm for ertain natural ases. We dis uss
two experiments we arried out to assess the performan e of RankBoost. In the rst experiment, we used the algorithm to ombine di erent WWW sear h strategies, ea h of whi h is
a query expansion for a given domain. For this task, we ompare the performan e of RankBoost to the individual sear h strategies. The se ond experiment is a ollaborative- ltering
task for making movie re ommendations. Here, we present results omparing RankBoost to
nearest-neighbor and regression algorithms.
Thesis Supervisor: David R. Karger
Title: Asso iate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
It's Sunday night, and Ali e wants to rent a movie. Tired of taking risks with movies that
she's never heard of, Ali e seeks suggestions of movies that she will enjoy. She alls up her
friends, and ea h one rattles o the list of his of her top ten favorite movies. How should
Ali e ombine their re ommendations so that she an determine whi h movie to rent tonight?
This problem is not as fan iful as it may seem. It is a ollaborative- ltering problem [39, 67℄ and Internet websites su h as Movie Criti [4℄ and MovieFinder [5℄ are devoted
to providing the same servi e as Ali e's friends. When asked to make re ommendations, the
system uses the preferen es of previous users to produ e a ranked list of movie suggestions.
The question is, how should the system ombine these preferen es into a single list that will
make good re ommendations?
This is an example of the ranking problem: given a set of instan es and a olle tion of
fun tions that rank the instan es, how an we ombine the fun tions to produ e an ordering
of the instan es that approximates their true order? In this dissertation we provide a formal
model for the ranking problem as well an algorithm to solve it.
Returning to Ali e's dilemma, we see that one way she an ombine her friends' movie
rankings is to rst ask them to rank movies that she has already seen. On e she sees
how well ea h friend agrees with her preferen es, she an determine whose suggestions to
follow regarding movies she hasn't seen. That is, based on how well her friends rate movies
that she has ranked, she an learn how to ombine her friends' advi e for movies that
she hasn't ranked. Better yet, Ali e an submit a list of her favorite movies to the movie
re ommendation website and let it do the work of learning how to ombine its users' rankings
to suggest good movies for her. This is the approa h of ma hine learning, whi h is the basis
of our model and algorithm for the ranking problem.
The ranking problem is not spe i to Ali e; it arises it many pla es. One example is
sear hing the Internet using multiple web sear h engines [2, 3℄. Suppose that, instead of
submitting a query to a single sear h engine, we submit the query to ten sear h engines,
ea h of whi h returns a ranked lists of web pages relevant to our query. How an we ombine
their ranked lists?
This raises a question about how we represent the ranked lists. Many sear h engines
rank web pages a ording to a query by omputing a numeri similarity s ore for ea h web
page and then ordering the pages by s ore. Thus we might hope to ombine these rankings
9

by averaging the s ores of the pages. Indeed, this is a ommonly taken approa h [6, 14, 39℄,
whi h we will explore in Se tion 2.1. However, this approa h an en ounter a number of
diÆ ulties. First, some sear h engines su h as AltaVista [1℄ do not reveal their omputed
similarity s ores. Se ond, di erent sear h engines may use di erent numeri ranges for their
s ores, rendering meaningless any straightforward ombination. Third, and more signi ant,
even if the s ores are in the same numeri range, di erent sear h engines may use di erent
numbers in the range to express identi al measures of quality, or they may use the same
numbers to express di erent measures of quality.
This is easily illustrated in the movie re ommendation example: when asked to s ore
movies from one to ve stars, some people are extremists and assign movies either one star
or ve stars, only rarely giving out three stars. Others like every movie they see and give all
movies four or ve stars. Still others are wishy-washy and give most movies three stars, with
an o asional four or two. In su h a situation, knowing that a movie re eived mostly four
star ratings is not very informative as an absolute s ore: we an interpret a person's s oring
of a movie only relative to the s ores that the person assigned to other movies. Our work
is spe i ally designed to address this problem of ombining relative preferen es instead of
absolute s ores.
The ranking problem, and the diÆ ulties asso iated with it, arises in other appli ations as
well. The Internet sear h engine example is problem from the eld of information retrieval.
One of the primary tasks of information retrieval is sear hing a large olle tion of do uments
for those relevant to parti ular query: a popular and e e tive way to present the returned
do uments to a user is to order the do uments a ording to relevan e. Here we use the term
\do ument" rather loosely, as it an mean text, images, audio, or video.
Another appli ation is making predi tions based on a ranked list of probable out omes.
For example, automati spee h re ognizers re eive as input a re orded lip of spoken words
and return a list of textual trans riptions ranked a ording to likelihood. We would like to
ombine the lists of various re ognizers with the goal of in reasing their olle tive a ura y.
Despite the wide range of appli ations that use and ombine rankings, this problem has
re eived relatively little attention in the ma hine-learning ommunity. The few methods that
have been devised for ombining rankings are usually based on nearest-neighbor methods [56,
67℄, regression methods [39℄ or optimization te hniques su h as gradient des ent [6, 14℄. In
these ases, the rankings are viewed as real-valued s ores and the problem of ombining
di erent rankings redu es to a numeri al sear h for a set of parameters that will minimize
the disparity between the ombined s ores and the feedba k of a user. As already dis ussed,
these approa hes do not guarantee that the ombined system will mat h the user's preferen e
when we view the s ores as a means to express preferen es.
In this dissertation we introdu e and analyze an eÆ ient algorithm alled RankBoost
for ombining multiple rankings. The main di eren e between the majority of previous
work and our work is that we do not use absolute numeri s ores to ombine the ranking
fun tions. This algorithm is based on Freund and S hapire's [31℄ AdaBoost algorithm and its
re ent su essor developed by S hapire and Singer [65℄. Similar to other boosting algorithms,
RankBoost works by ombining many rankings of the given instan es. Ea h of these may be
only weakly orrelated with the target ranking that we are attempting to approximate. We
show how to ombine su h weak rankings into a single highly a urate ranking, and we prove
10

a bound on the quality of this nal ranking in terms of the quality of the weak rankings.
For the movie task, we use very simple rankings that partition all movies into only two
equivalen e sets, those that are more preferred and those that are less preferred. For instan e,
we might use another user's ranked list of movies partitioned a ording to whether or not
he prefers them to some parti ular movie that appears on his list. Su h partitions of the
data have the advantage that they only depend on the relative ordering de ned by the given
rankings rather than absolute ratings. Despite their apparent weakness, their ombination
using RankBoost performs quite well experimentally.
Besides giving a theoreti al analysis of the quality of the ranking produ ed by RankBoost,
we also analyze its omplexity and show how it an be implemented eÆ iently. We dis uss
further improvements in eÆ ien y that are possible in ertain natural ases.
We report the results of experimental tests of our approa h on two di erent tasks. One
is the movie-re ommendation problem des ribed above. For this problem, there exists a
large publi ly available dataset whi h ontains ratings of movies by many di erent people. We ompared RankBoost to nearest-neighbor and regression algorithms that have been
previously studied for this appli ation, and we used several measures to evaluate their performan e. RankBoost was the lear winner in these experiments.
The other task is the meta-sear hing problem [24℄. In a meta-sear h appli ation, the
goal is to ombine the rankings of several WWW sear h strategies. Examples of metasear h engines in lude MetaCrawler [3℄ and Dogpile [2℄. We simulated a meta-sear h engine
by reating sear h strategies, ea h of whi h is an operation that takes a query as input,
performs some simple transformation of the query (su h as adding sear h dire tives su h as
\AND", or sear h tokens su h as \homepage") and sends it to a parti ular sear h engine.
The out ome of using ea h strategy is an ordered list of URL's that are proposed as answers
to the query. The goal is to ombine the strategies that work best for a given set of queries.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we dis uss
previous approa hes to the ranking problem. In Chapter 3 we introdu e the basi ideas of
ma hine learning and then present a history of boosting. Finally, in Chapter 4 we explain
in detail our ranking model, boosting algorithm, and theoreti al and experimental results.
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Chapter 2
The Ranking Problem
In this hapter we explore the ba kground that sets the stage for our boosting algorithm for
ranking problems. We begin by introdu ing the ranking problem and the appli ations where
it arises. We then survey existing approa hes to solving the problem.

2.1 The Ranking Problem

As des ribed in the previous hapter, the ranking problem asks, given a set of instan es and a
olle tion of fun tions that rank the instan es, how we an ombine the fun tions to produ e
an ordering of the instan es that approximates their true ordering. We introdu ed the
ranking problem in the ontext of the ollaborative- ltering [39, 67℄ task of making movie
re ommendations. The problem also arises in a number of other areas and appli ations,
in luding information retrieval [57, 58℄, automati spee h re ognition [55℄, and human voting.
In this se tion we survey past approa hes to the problem and their relationship to our work,
as des ribed in Chapter 1.
Despite the wide range of appli ations that use and ombine rankings, this problem has
re eived relatively little attention from the ma hine-learning ommunity. The methods that
have been proposed try to approximate the true ordering of a set of items by assigning s ores
to ea h item (the predi ted ordering is the order indu ed by the s ores). They do this by
sear hing for the best ombination of ranking fun tions. These methods an be grouped
into three general ategories based on how they de ne \best" and how they perform the
sear h. Nearest-neighbor methods de ne a distan e measure between two ranking fun tions
and nd the losest one (or ones) by enumerative sear h. Regression methods view the
ranking fun tions as ve tors over the spa e of instan es and then nd, by linear algebra, the
straight-line t that best approximates them. Finally, more general methods de ne some
orrelation measure between the predi ted order and the true order and then sear h for the
best predi tion via numeri al methods su h as gradient des ent. We will brie y summarize
examples of work based on these methods.
As dis ussed in the previous hapter, these approa hes do not guarantee that the ombined system will mat h the user's preferen e when we view the s ores as a means to express
preferen es. The main di eren e between the majority of previous work and our work is
that we do not use the absolute numeri s ores to ombine the ranking fun tions.
13

2.2 Nearest-Neighbor Methods

Some resear hers [56, 67℄ have reported results using nearest-neighbor methods to rank items.
Shardanand and Maes [67℄ built a ollaborative- ltering system that utilized a database of
user preferen es to re ommend musi albums to a new user. Their system re eived a ranked
list of the new user's preferen es on various musi albums and then found the set of nearestneighbors to the user and averaged their predi tions.
The authors experimented with four user similarity measures based on mean-squared
di eren e and the Pearson r orrelation oeÆ ient. The latter measure ignores the s ores
used in ranking and is proportional to our measure of disagreement. They found that this
was the best of the four measures, a nding that supports our hoi e of the disagreement
measure. Of the three approa hes, theirs is the most similar in spirit to ours.

2.3 Regression Methods

Regression methods have also been used ombine user preferen es. Hill et al. [39℄ presented
the earliest work on the ollaborative ltering movie re ommendation task des ribed in
Chapter 1: given Ali e's preferen es on movies she has seen, examine a database of other
users' preferen es and re ommend movies that Ali e hasn't seen. In this task, ea h user is
treated as a ranking fun tion. To reate a good ombination of these users, Hill et al. rst
found a subset of users whose preferen es are orrelated with the target user's preferen es.
They then ombined the s ores to make predi tions using a regression equation (for more
details see Se tion 5.2.3). This approa h di ers from ours sin e regression methods depend
on the a tual numeri s ores used in ranking, and using these s ores may not be a good idea,
as explained in Chapter 1. We present experiments omparing our algorithm to one similar
to theirs in Chapter 5.

2.4 More General Methods

Regression seeks to maximize a ertain utility fun tion (Eu lidean distan e) by setting its
parameters via linear algebra. A more general approa h is to hoose a di erent utility fun tion and maximize via numeri al sear h. Su h an approa h to the ranking problem views the
set of s ores assigned by a ranking fun tion as a ve tor in a high-dimensional ve tor spa e
and de nes a utility fun tion that takes as input a target ve tor, a set of ve tors that will
approximate the target, and some free parameters su h as weights to form a linear ombination of the set of ve tors. Thus the problem of ombining di erent rankings redu es to
a numeri al sear h for a set of parameters that will maximize the utility fun tion. [6, 14℄.
Bartell, Cottrell, and Belew [6℄ developed a method for automati ally ombining multiple
ranking fun tions with the goal of ranking a set of do uments in referen e to a user query.
Ea h ranking fun tion, for example a keyword sear h, orders the do uments it returns a ording to their predi ted relevan e to the query. The ombined lassi er output by this
system is a weighted ombination of the individual ranking fun tions; a set of do uments is
ordered a ording to the s ore assigned by the ombined lassi er. The task of their system
14

is to estimate the optimal weight of ea h fun tion so that the ombined lassi er will produ e
a good ranking of the do uments. The system estimates the weights on a training set of
queries (and do uments) via a gradient des ent method to maximize a utility fun tion that is
proportional to the average (over all training queries) sum over all pairs of do uments (a; b),
where a is preferred to b, of the di eren e between the ombined s ore of a and the ombined s ore of b. They justify the hoi e of this utility fun tion, explaining that is a variant
of Guttman's Point Alienation [37℄, whi h is a statisti al measure of rank orrelation.
Their approa h is similar to ours in onsidering pairwise preferen es of one do ument
over another. However, unlike our approa h, in their utility fun tion they use the a tual
numeri s ores assigned by the ranking fun tions. Su h an approa h may work in a spe i
domain where all the ranking fun tions s ores have the same range and interpretation, but
in a more general ontext it may su er from the diÆ ulties des ribed in Chapter 1.

2.5 Other Related Work

Kantor [42℄ also onsidered the task of ombining multiple ranking fun tions in the ontext
of information retrieval. Like us, he ignored the numeri s ores assigned by ea h ranking
fun tion, viewing ea h fun tion as an ordering of the do uments (he restri ted ea h fun tion
to be a total order, whereas we allow partial orders). He ombined the ranking fun tions
using maximum, minimum, median, and summation operators. For example, the minimum
operator assigns to a do ument the minimum of the ranks assigned to it by the ranking
fun tions. Su h a ombination rule is easy to implement, but its justi ation is not lear.
Indeed, Kantor's experiments showed that maximum, minimum, and median performed
poorly ompared to the single best ranking fun tion, but summation performed the same as
the best ranking fun tion. Our work provides a ombination rule with a theoreti al basis
and analysis.
One of the tasks en ompassed by our ranking model is the meta-sear h task of ombining
the results of multiple Web sear h engines, des ribed in Chapter 1. Etzioni et al. [24℄ also
proposed a formal model of this task. They assumed that ea h sear h engine has a ost
asso iated with querying it; their goal is then to answer the query while minimizing the
ost of the meta-sear h. They further assume that ea h query has a sole relevant do ument,
rendering ordering issues unimportant. Thus their approa h is only super ially related to
ours.
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Chapter 3
Boosting
As des ribed in Chapter 1, our solution to the ranking problem is based on ma hine learning. We begin this hapter with an introdu tion to the basi ideas of ma hine learning and
pattern re ognition (Se tion 3.1). We then present the history and development of a parti ular ma hine learning method alled boosting. We rst examine the theoreti al origins
of boosting that led to the dis overy of the AdaBoost algorithm, the dire t prede essor of
our boosting algorithm (Se tion 3.2). We then survey some of the experiments that demonstrated the ability of AdaBoost to produ e highly a urate predi tion rules (Se tion 3.3).
These experiments raised theoreti al questions about the algorithm, su h as why boosting
produ es good predi tion rules, and why AdaBoost tends to resist over tting (des ribed in
Se tion 3.1). We dis uss these questions and on lude with a summary of re ent work that
is attempting to provide answers (Se tion 3.4).
Although our boosting algorithm for the ranking problem makes heavy use of the ideas
developed in Se tions 3.2-3.4, our presentation of it in the next hapter is self- ontained and
an be read after Se tion 3.1.

3.1 Ma hine Learning for Pattern Re ognition

One of the primary motivations for the invention of the omputer was the need to store
and manipulate large amounts of information. Now that people have this tool for information pro essing, they are a umulating more and more data. Although it is relatively
easy to gather large quantities data, analyzing and interpreting the data remain onsistent
hallenges. One an ask simple questions about the data that may be diÆ ult to answer.
For example, a redit ard ompany might want to know, given a list of all pur hases made
by its ustomers today, whi h pur hases were made using stolen redit ards. As another
example, a software ompany's ustomer servi e division may re eive 900 email messages a
day and would like to separate the messages into ategories su h as servi e requests from
Ma intosh users, servi e requests from PC users, and inquiries from prospe tive ustomers.
Finally, when Ali e is sear hing for a movie to wat h this evening, she an look up a movie
database on the Internet and ask, \whi h movies would I like?"
In order answer a question about a set of data, a person might go through the data in
sear h of a pattern. Let's say that person is Bob. The redit ard ompany hires Bob to
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nd stolen redit ards by giving him examples of pur hases made with stolen ards and
then asking him to go through today's logs and report any suspi ious transa tions. In order
to do this, Bob needs to dete t a pattern to get an idea of what a suspi ious transa tion
looks like. If Bob dis overs a pattern that allows him to orre tly identify newly stolen
redit ards more often than not, the redit ompany will handsomely reward him. When
Bob nishes that job, the software ompany hires him to organize its ustomer servi e email
messages. Looking at examples of orre tly lassi ed messages, Bob sear hes for patterns
and formulates rules to ategorize in oming messages. One of his rules might be, \if the
message ontains the phrase `please help' then it is probably a servi e request." Finally, at
the end of the day Ali e tells Bob the names of three movies that she loved and three movies
that she hated and asks him to re ommend movies. Bob onsults the list of movies that he
has seen and, if his tastes agree with Ali e's, o ers his suggestions.
The task that Bob is repeatedly performing is alled pattern re ognition. Given examples
of what to look for, Bob formulates a rule to nd new examples of the same kind. Although
Bob may easily re ommend a handful of movies to Ali e, he will qui kly tire of pro essing the
software ompany's 900 email messages. Rather than going through ea h message himself,
Bob an program his omputer to do it for him (so that he an spend more time with Ali e).
This is the approa h of ma hine learning for pattern re ognition. Let's onsider the
email message lassi ation task. As in any lassi ation task, the goal is take an instan e
(email message) and orre tly predi t its lass (servi e ategory). Bob writes a learning
algorithm, to dete t patterns just like he did. He rst trains the algorithm, by giving it
instan es labeled with the orre t answers, so that it an formulate a predi tion rule. He
then tests the algorithm's predi tion rule on unlabeled data. More spe i ally, Bob rst
gives the algorithm a training set of data that onsists of instan es labeled with their orre t
lassi ation, also alled training examples. The algorithm uses the training set to produ e
a lassi ation rule that, given an instan e, predi ts the lass of that instan e. For example,
one of the parts of the rule might be:1
if \please" appears in the message
then the message is a request for servi e
else
the message is from a Ma intosh user

On e onstru ted, the predi tion rule is applied to a disjoint test set of data that onsists
of unlabeled instan es. The rule predi ts the lass of ea h of the test instan es, and then its
predi tions are ompared to the orre t answers (often obtained from a human). The error
of the rule is usually measured as the per entage of mis lassi ations it made. If the error is
small, then the learning algorithm is de lared to be a good one and its rule is used to lassify
future data.
The predi tion rule needs to be evaluated on a test set to make sure that it generalizes
beyond the training set: just be ause a rule performs well on the training set, where it has
a ess to the orre t lassi ation, does not mean that it will perform well on new data. For
example, a rule that simply stores the orre t lassi ation of every training instan e will
1 This

example is an a tual rule that was produ ed by a learning algorithm run on the ustomer servi e
email data of a well-known software ompany.
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make perfe t predi tions on the training set but will be unable to make any predi tions on a
test set. Su h a rule is said to over t the training data. Also, a rule might not generalize well
if the training set is not representative of the kinds of examples that the rule will en ounter
in the future. Similarly, if the test set is not representative of future examples, then it will
not a urately measure the generalization of the rule.
At this point we need to onstru t a mathemati al model of learning so that we an
ask and answer questions about the pro ess. The model we use, a probabilisti model of
ma hine learning for pattern re ognition, has been introdu ed and well-studied by various
resear hers [17, 69, 71, 72℄. In this model we assume that there is a xed and unknown
probability distribution over the spa e of all instan es. Similarly, there is a xed and unknown lassi ation fun tion that takes an instan e as input and outputs the orre t lass
of the instan e. The goal of a learning algorithm is to produ e a rule that approximates the
lassi ation fun tion.
We assume that the training set and test set ea h onsist of instan es that are hosen
randomly and independently a ording to the unknown distribution (these sets di er in that
the lassi ation fun tion is used to orre tly label the training instan es, whereas the test
instan es remain unlabeled). We onsider a learning algorithm to be su essful if it takes a
training set as input and outputs a predi tion rule that has low expe ted lassi ation error
on the test set (the expe tation is taken over the random hoi e of the test set). We do not
demand that the learning algorithm be su essful for every hoi e of training set, sin e may
be impossible if the training set is not representative of the instan e spa e. Instead we ask
that the learning algorithm be su essful with high probability (taken over the hoi e of the
training set and any internal random hoi es made by the algorithm).
This probabilisti model of ma hine learning for pattern re ognition is the basis of the
history and development our work. In Se tion 3.2 we will see how theoreti al questions
about this model gave rise to the rst boosting algorithms, whi h eventually evolved into
powerful and eÆ ient pra ti al tools for ma hine learning tasks, and in turn raised theoreti al
questions of their own.

3.2 Origins of Boosting

Given a training set of data, a learning algorithm will generate a rule that lassi es the data.
This rule may or may not be a urate, depending on the quality of the learning algorithm
and the inherent diÆ ulty of the parti ular lassi ation task. Intuitively, if the rule is even
slightly better than randomly guessing the lass of an instan e, the learning algorithm has
found some stru ture in the data to a hieve this edge. Boosting is a method that boosts the
a ura y of the learning algorithm by apitalizing on its edge. Boosting uses the learning
algorithm as a subroutine in order to produ e a predi tion rule that is guaranteed to be
highly a urate on the training set. Boosting works by running the learning algorithm on
the training set multiple times, ea h time fo using the learner's attention on di erent training
examples. After the boosting pro ess is nished, the rules that were output by the learner
are ombined into a single predi tion rule whi h is provably a urate on the training set.
This ombined rule is usually also highly a urate on the test set, whi h has been veri ed
both theoreti ally and experimentally.
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In this se tion we outline the history and development of the rst boosting algorithms
that ulminated in the popular AdaBoost algorithm.

3.2.1 The PAC Model
In 1982, Leslie Valiant introdu ed a omputational model of learning known as the probably
approximately orre t (PAC) model of learning [69℄. The PAC model di ers slightly from the
probabilisti model for pattern re ognition des ribed in Se tion 3.1 in that it expli itly onsiders the omputational osts of learning (for a thorough presentation of the PAC model,
see, for instan e, Kearns and Vazirani [44℄). A PAC learning problem is spe i ed by an
instan e spa e and a on ept, a boolean fun tion de ned over the instan e spa e, that represents the information to be learned. In the email lassi ation task des ribed in Se tion 1,
the instan e spa e onsists of all email messages and a on ept is \a servi e request." The
goal of a PAC learning algorithm is to output a boolean predi tion rule alled a hypothesis
that approximates the on ept.
The algorithm has a ess to an ora le whi h is a sour e of examples (instan es with
their orre t label a ording to the on ept). When the algorithm requests an example, the
ora le hooses an instan e at random a ording to a xed probability distribution D that is
unknown to the algorithm. (The notion of an examples ora le is an abstra t model of a set
of training examples. If the algorithm makes m alls to the ora le, this is equivalent to the
algorithm re eiving as input a set of m training examples.)
In addition to the examples ora le, the algorithm re eives an error parameter , a on den e parameter Æ , and other parameters that spe ify the respe tive \sizes" of the instan e
spa e and the on ept. After running for a polynomial amount of time2, the learning algorithm must output a hypothesis that, with probability 1 Æ, has expe ted error less than
. That is, the algorithm must output a hypothesis that is probably approximately orre t.
(The probability 1 Æ is taken over all possible sets of examples returned by the ora le, as
well as any random de isions made by the learning algorithm, and the expe tation is taken
with respe t to the unknown distribution D.)
The PAC model has many strengths and re eived intense study after Valiant introdu ed
it. The model proved to be quite robust: resear hers proposed numerous extensions that
were shown to be equivalent to the original de nition. Kearns and Valiant [43℄ proposed one
su h extension by de ning strong and weak learning algorithms. A strong learning algorithm
runs in polynomial time and outputs a hypothesis that is probably approximately orre t as
just des ribed. A weak learning algorithm runs in polynomial time and outputs a hypothesis
that is probably barely orre t, meaning that its a ura y is slightly better than the strategy
that randomly guesses the label of an instan e by predi ting 1 with probability 21 and 0 with
probability 12 . More pre isely, a weak learner re eives the same inputs as a strong learner,
ex ept for the error parameter , and it outputs a hypothesis that, with probability 1 Æ,
for a xed > 0. The onstant measures the edge of
has expe ted error less than 21
the weak learning algorithm over random guessing; it is not an input to the algorithm.
Kearns and Valiant raised the question of whether or not a weak learning algorithm
2 The

algorithm is required to run in time that is polynomial in 1=, 1=Æ , and the two size parameters.
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ould be onverted into a strong learning algorithm. They referred to this problem as
the hypothesis boosting problem sin e, in order to show that a weak learner is equivalent
to a strong learner, one must boost the a ura y of the hypothesis output by the weak
learner. When onsidering this problem, they provided some eviden e that these notions
might not be equivalent: assuming a uniform distribution over the instan e spa e, they
gave a weak learning algorithm for on epts that are monotone boolean fun tions, but they
showed that there exists no strong learning algorithm for these fun tions. This showed that
when restri tions are pla ed on the unknown distribution, the two notions of learning are
not equivalent, and it seemed that this inequivalen e would apply to the general ase as
well. Thus it ame as a great surprise when Robert E. S hapire demonstrated that strong
and weak learning a tually are equivalent by providing an algorithm for onverting a weak
learner into strong learner. His was the rst boosting algorithm.

3.2.2 S hapire's Algorithm
S hapire [60℄ onstru ted a brilliant method for onverting a weak learning algorithm into
a strong learning algorithm. Although the main idea of the algorithm is easy to grasp,
the proofs that the algorithm is orre t and that it runs in polynomial time are somewhat
involved. The following presentation of the algorithm is from S hapire's Ph.D. thesis [61℄
whi h the reader should onsult for the details.
The ore of the algorithm is a method for boosting the a ura y of a weak learner by
a small but signi ant amount. This method is applied re ursively to a hieve the desired
a ura y.
Consider a weak learning algorithm A that with high probability outputs a hypothesis
with an error rate of with respe t to a target on ept . The key idea of the boosting
algorithm B is to simulate A on three di erent distributions over the instan e spa e X in
order to produ e a new hypothesis with error signi antly less than . This simulation of A
on di erent distributions fully exploits the property that A outputs a weak hypothesis with
error slightly better than random guessing with respe t to any distribution over X .
Let Q be the given examples ora le, and let D be the unknown distribution over X .
Algorithm B begins by simulating A on the original distribution D1 = D using ora le
Q1 = Q. Let h1 be the hypothesis output by A.
Intuitively, A has found some weak advantage on the original distribution; this advantage
is expressed by h1 . To for e A to learn more about the \harder" parts of the distribution,
B must somehow destroy this advantage. To do so, B reates a new distribution D2 over
X . An instan e hosen a ording to D2 has an equal han e of being orre tly or in orre tly
lassi ed by h1 (so h1 is no better than random guessing when it re eives examples drawn
from D2). The distribution D2 is simulated by ltering the examples hosen a ording to D
by Q. To simulate D2, a new examples ora le Q2 is onstru ted. When asked for an instan e,
Q2 rst ips a fair oin: if the result is heads then Q2 requests examples from Q until one
is hosen for whi h h1(x) = (x); otherwise, Q2 waits for an instan e to be hosen for whi h
h1 (x) 6= (x). (S hapire shows how to prevent Q2 from having to wait too long in either of
these loops for a desired instan e, whi h is ne essary for algorithm B to run in polynomial
time). Algorithm B simulates A again, this time providing A with examples hosen by Q2
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a ording to D2 . Let h2 be the resulting output hypothesis.
Finally, D3 is onstru ted by ltering out from D those instan es on whi h h1 and h2
agree. That is, a third ora le Q3 simulates the hoi e of an instan e a ording to D3 by
requesting instan es from Q until one is found for whi h h1(x) 6= h2 (x). (Again S hapire
shows how to limit the time spent waiting in this loop for a desired instan e.) Algorithm A
is simulated a third time, now with examples drawn from Q3 , produ ing hypothesis h3 .
At last, B outputs its hypothesis h, de ned as follows. Given an instan e x, if h1 (x) =
h2 (x) then h predi ts the agreed upon value; otherwise h predi ts h3 (x) (h3 serves as the
tie breaker). In other words, h takes the majority vote of h1 ,h2 , and h3 . S hapire is able to
prove that the error of h is bounded by g( ) = 3 2 2 3, whi h is signi antly smaller than
the original error .
Algorithm B serves as the ore of the boosting algorithm and is alled re ursively to
improve the a ura y of the output hypothesis. The boosting algorithm takes as input a desired error bound  and a on den e parameter Æ, and the algorithm onstru ts a hypothesis
with error less than  from weaker, re ursively omputed hypotheses.
In summary, S hapire's algorithm boosts the a ura y of a weak learner by eÆ iently
simulating the weak learner on multiple distributions over the instan e spa e and taking
the majority vote of the resulting output hypotheses. S hapire's paper was rightly hailed as
ingenious, both in the algorithm it presented and the elegant handling of the proof te hnialities. The equivalen e of strong and weak learnability settled a number of open questions
in omputational learning theory, and S hapire used the boosting algorithm to derive tighter
bounds on various resour es used in the PAC model. His algorithm also had impli ations in
the areas of omputational omplexity theory and data ompression.

3.2.3 The Boost-By-Majority Algorithm
S hapire's boosting algorithm was ertainly a theoreti al breakthrough, but the algorithm
and its analysis are quite ompli ated. And although the algorithm runs in polynomial time,
it is ineÆ ient and impra ti al be ause of its repeated re ursive alls. In addition, the output
nal hypothesis is omplex due to its re ursive onstru tion.
A mu h simpler and more eÆ ient algorithm was onstru ted by Yoav Freund one year
after S hapire's original paper. Freund's algorithm, alled the Boost-By-Majority algorithm [25, 26℄, also works by onstru ting many di erent distributions over the instan e
spa e. These onstru ted distributions are presented to the weak learner in order to fo us
the learner's attention on \diÆ ult" regions of the unknown distribution. The weak learner
outputs a weak hypothesis for ea h distribution it re eives; intuitively, these hypotheses
perform well on di erent portions of the instan e spa e. The boosting algorithm ombines
these hypotheses into a nal hypothesis using a single majority vote; this nal hypothesis
has provably low expe ted error on the instan e spa e.
Freund elegantly presents the main idea of his boosting algorithm by abstra ting the hypothesis boosting problem as a game, whi h he alls the majority-vote game. The majorityvote game is played by two players, the weightor and the hooser. The weightor orresponds
to the boosting algorithm and the hooser orresponds to the weak learner. The game is
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played over a nite spa e S .3 A parameter 0 < < 21 is xed before the game. The
game pro eeds for T rounds (T is hosen by the weightor), where ea h round onsists of the
following steps:
1. The weightor pi ks a weight measure D on S . The weight measure is a probability
distribution over S , and the weight of a subset A is D(A) = x2A D(x).
2. The hooser sele ts a set U  S su h that D(U )  21 + and marks all of the points
in U .
The game ontinues until the weightor de ides to stop, at whi h point it su ers a loss,
al ulated as follows. Let L  S be the set of points that were marked less than or equal
to T=2 times. The weightor's loss is jLj=jS j, the relative size of L. The goal of the weightor
is minimize its loss and the goal of the hooser to maximize it. (In the language of game
theory, this is a omplete information, zero-sum game.)
We now illustrate the orresponden e between the majority-vote game and the hypothesis
boosting problem. The weightor is the boosting algorithm and the hooser is the weak
learner. The spa e S is the training set, and the xed parameter is the edge of the weak
learner. During ea h round t, the weightor's weight measure D on round t is a probability
distribution over the training set. Given the training set weighted by distribution D, the
weak learner produ es a weak hypothesis. The points marked by the hooser are the training
examples that the weak hypothesis lassi es orre tly. After T rounds of the game, T
weak hypotheses have been generated by the weak learner. These are ombined into a nal
hypothesis H using a majority vote. H is then used to lassify the training instan es. The
points that are marked more than T=2 times are instan es that are orre tly lassi ed by
more than T=2 weak hypotheses; thus, these instan es are also orre tly lassi ed by H . The
points in L (those that are marked less than or equal to T=2 times), are mis lassi ed by H
(we are making the pessimisti assumption that, if ties are broken randomly, the out omes
are always de ided in orre tly). Thus the error of H on the training set is jLj=jS j. The
boosting algorithm's goal is to minimize this error.
Freund showed that there exists a weighting strategy for the weightor, meaning an algorithm for hoosing D on ea h round of the game, that guarantees that its loss will be
small after a few rounds, regardless of the behavior of the hooser. More pre isely, he gave
a strategy su h that for any S ,  > 0, and Æ > 0, the weightor an guarantee that its loss is
less than  after T  21 (1= )2 ln(1=(2)) rounds, no matter what the hooser does.
Although the weighting strategy is not too ompli ated, we hoose not to present it
here sin e it is super eded by the method of the AdaBoost algorithm, presented in the next
se tion. Freund gives an expli it algorithm for his strategy, whi h iteratively updates the
weight of the point x on round t as a fun tion of t, T , , and how many times x has been
marked already. He also proves a tight bound F ( ; ) on T , the number of rounds in the
majority-vote game required to bring the training error below . He proves that this bound
is optimal by giving a se ond weighting strategy that uses F ( ; ) rounds. Freund used his
P

3 Freund

proves his results for the game de ned over an arbitrary probability spa e. The ase we onsider
where the spa e is nite and the distribution is uniform is all that is needed to derive the Boost-By-Majority
algorithm.
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algorithm and the methods used to onstru t it to prove tighter bounds on a number of
di erent problems from the PAC learning model, omplexity theory, and data ompression.
Generalization Error

We now return to the point mentioned earlier, that produ ing a lassi er with low error on a
training sample S implies that the lassi er will have low expe ted error on instan es outside
S . This result omes from the notion of VC-dimension and uniform onvergen e theory [71,
72℄. Roughly, the VC-dimension of a spa e of lassi ers aptures their omplexity; the higher
the VC-dimension, the more omplex the lassi er. Vapnik [71℄ proved a pre ise bound on
the di eren e between the training error and generalization error of a lassi er. Spe i ally,
let h be a lassi er that omes from a spa e of binary fun tions with VC-dimension d.
Its generalization error is PrD [h(x) 6= y℄ where the probability is taken with respe t to the
unknown distribution D over the instan e spa e. Its empiri al error is PrS [h(x) 6= y℄, the
empiri al probability on a set S of m training examples hosen independently at random
a ording to D. Vapnik proved that, with high probability (over the hoi e of training set),
PrD [h(x) 6= y℄  PrS [h(x) 6= y℄ + O~

0s


1

dA
;
m

(3.1)

(O~ () is the same as O() ignoring log fa tors). Thus, if an algorithm outputs lassi ers
from a spa e of suÆ iently small VC-dimension that have zero error on the training set,
then it an produ e a lassi er with arbitrarily small generalization error by training on a
suÆ iently large number of training examples.
Although useful for proving theoreti al results, the above bound is not predi tively a urate in pra ti e. Also, typi al learning s enarios involve a xed set of training data on
whi h to build the lassi er. In this situation Vapnik's theorem agrees with the intuition
that if the output lassi er is suÆ iently simple and is a urate on the training data, then
its generalization error will be small.
It an be proved that the VC-dimension of the majority vote lassi er generated by the
Boost-By-Majority algorithm is O~ (T d), where T is the number of rounds of boosting and d
is the VC-dimension of the spa e of hypotheses generated by the weak learner [31℄. Thus,
given a large enough training sample, Boost-By-Majority is able to produ e an arbitrarily
a urate ombined hypothesis.4
Summary

In summary, Freund's Boost-By-Majority algorithm uses the weak learner to reate a nal hypothesis that is highly a urate on the training set. Similar in spirit to S hapire's
algorithm, Boost-By-Majority a hieves this by presenting the weak learner with di erent
distributions over the training set, whi h for es the weak learner to output hypotheses that
are a urate on di erent parts of the training set. However, Boost-By-Majority is major
4 If

the desired generalization error is  > 0, the number of training examples required is d=2 , a polynomial
in 1= and d, whi h is required by the PAC model (Se tion 3.2.1).
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improvement over S hapire's algorithm be ause it is mu h more eÆ ient and its nal hypothesis is merely a majority vote over the weak hypotheses, whi h is mu h simpler than
the re ursive nal hypothesis produ ed by S hapire's algorithm.

3.2.4 The AdaBoost Algorithm
The need for a better boosting algorithm

So far we've seen two boosting algorithms for in reasing the a ura y of a base learning
algorithm. The goal of the boosting algorithms is to output a ombined hypothesis, whi h is
a majority vote of barely a urate weak hypotheses generated by the base learning algorithm,
that is a urate on the training data. Using Vapnik's theorem (Eq. (3.1)), this implies that
the ombined hypothesis is highly likely to be a urate on the entire instan e spa e.
S hapire's re ursive algorithm onstru ts di erent distributions over the training data in
order to fo us the base learner on \harder" parts of the unknown distribution. Freund's
Boost-By-Majority algorithm onstru ts di erent distributions by maintaining a weight for
ea h training example and updating the weights on ea h round of boosting. This algorithm
redu es training error mu h more rapidly, and its output hypothesis is simpler, being a single
majority vote over the weak hypotheses.
Although Boost-By-Majority is very eÆ ient (it is optimal in the sense des ribed in the
previous se tion), it has two pra ti al de ien ies. First, the weight update rule depends on
, the worst ase edge of the base learner's weak hypotheses over random guessing (re all
that the base learner outputs hypotheses whose expe ted error with respe t to any distribution over the data is less than 21 ). In pra ti e is usually unknown, and estimating it
requires either knowledge of the underlying distribution of the data (also usually unknown)
or repeated experiment. Se ondly, Freund proved that Boost-By-Majority requires approximately 1= 2 rounds in order to redu e the training error to zero. Thus if = 0:001, one
million rounds of boosting may be needed. During the boosting pro ess a weak hypothesis
may be generated whose error is mu h less than 21 , but Boost-By-Majority is unable to
use this advantage to speed up the boosting pro ess.
For these reasons, Freund and S hapire joined for es to develop a more pra ti al boosting
algorithm. The algorithm they dis overed, AdaBoost, ame from a unexpe ted onne tion
to on-line learning.
The on-line learning model

In the on-line learning model, introdu ed by Littlestone [47℄, learning takes pla e in a sequen e of trials. During ea h trial, an on-line learning algorithm is given an unlabelled
instan e (su h as an email message) and asked to predi t the label of the instan e (su h as
\servi e request"). After making its predi tion, the algorithm re eives the orre t answer
and su ers some loss depending on whether or not its predi tion was orre t. The goal of
the algorithm is to minimize its umulative loss over a number of su h trials.
One kind of on-line learning algorithm, alled a voting algorithm, makes its predi tions
by employing an input set of predi tion rules alled experts. The algorithm maintains a realvalued weight for ea h expert that represents its on den e in the expert's advi e. When
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given an instan e, the voting algorithm shows the instan e to ea h expert and asks for its
vote on its label. The voting algorithm hooses as its predi tion the weighted majority
vote of the experts. When the orre t label of the instan e is revealed, both the voting
algorithm and ea h expert may su er some loss. Indeed, we an view this pro ess as the
voting algorithm rst re eiving and instan e and then re eiving a ve tor of losses for ea h
expert. After examining the loss of ea h expert on the instan e, the voting algorithm may
in rease or de rease the weight of an expert a ording to whether or not the expert predi ted
the orre t label.
The Hedge learning algorithm

Freund and S hapire were working on a parti ular voting algorithm alled Hedge [31℄ whi h
led to the dis overy of the new boosting algorithm. The Hedge algorithm5 re eives as input a
set of N experts and a learning rate parameter 2 [0; 1℄. It initializes the weight ve tor p1 =
hp11; : : : ; p1N i to be a uniform probability distribution over the experts. (The initial weight
ve tor an be initialized a ording to a prior distribution if su h information is available).
During learning trial t, the algorithm re eives an instan e and the orresponding loss ve tor
`t = h`t1 ; : : : ; `tN i, where `ti 2 [0; 1℄ is the loss of expert i on the instan e. The loss Hedge
su ers is pt  `t , the expe ted loss of its predi tion a ording to its urrent distribution over
the experts. Hedge updates the distribution a ording to the rule
pti+1 = pti

`ti

whi h has the e e t of de reasing the weight an expert if its predi tion was in orre t (pt+1
is renormalized to make it a probability distribution.) Freund and S hapire proved that the
umulative loss of the Hedge algorithm over T trials is almost as good as that of the best
expert, meaning the expert with loss mini Li where Li = Tt=1 `ti. Spe i ally, they proved
that the umulative loss of Hedge is bounded by mini Li + a ln N , where the onstants
and a turn out to be the best a hievable by any on-line learning algorithm [73℄.
P

Appli ation to boosting: AdaBoost

Using the Hedge algorithm and the bounds on its performan e, Freund and S hapire derived
a new boosting algorithm. The natural appli ation of Hedge to the boosting problem is to
onsider a xed set of weak hypotheses as experts and the training examples as trials. If
it makes an in orre t predi tion, the weight of a hypothesis is de reased, via multipli ation
by a fa tor 2 [0; 1℄. The problem with this boosting algorithm is that, in order to output
a highly a urate predi tion rule in a reasonable amount of time, the weight update fa tor
must depend on the worst- ase edge . This is exa tly the dependen e they were trying
to avoid. Freund and S hapire in fa t used the dual appli ation: the experts orrespond
to training examples and trials orrespond to weak hypotheses. The weight update rule
is similarly reversed: the weight of an example is in reased if the urrent weak hypothesis
5 The

Hedge algorithm and its analysis are dire t generalizations of the \weighted majority" algorithm of
Littlestone and Warmuth [48℄.
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Algorithm AdaBoost
Given: training examples (x1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (xm ; ym ) where xi 2 X , yi 2 Y = f+1; 1g
Initialize: D1 (i) = 1=m.
For t = 1; : : : ; T :






Train weak learner using distribution Dt .
P
Get weak hypothesis ht : X ! [ 1; +1℄ and its error t = m
i=1 Dt (i)yi ht (xi ).
Set


1 t
1
:
t = 2 ln

t

Update:

Dt (i) exp ( t yiht (xi ))
Zt
where Zt is a normalization fa tor ( hosen so that Dt+1 will be a distribution).
Dt+1 (i) =

Output the nal hypothesis:

H (x) = sign(f (x)) = sign

T

X

t=1

!

t ht (x)

:

Figure 3-1: The AdaBoost algorithm.

predi ts its label in orre tly. Also, the parameter is no longer xed; it is t set as a fun tion
of the error of the weak hypothesis on that round. This is the AdaBoost algorithm.
We present pseudo ode for the AdaBoost algorithm in Figure 3-1. We use the more
onvenient notation of the re ent generalization of AdaBoost by S hapire and Singer [65℄.
The rst notational hange is that positive examples are labelled +1 and negative examples
are labelled 1 (instead of 1 and 0, respe tively). A ordingly, the weak hypotheses ht now
map the instan e spa e X to [ 1; +1℄. Note that this means that ht (xi ) 6= yi if and only
if yiht (xi) < 0. The se ond hange is that the weight update rule uses the onstant t
instead of t . The relationship between the two is t = e 2 t or t = 12 ln t . Despite these
di eren es in notation, the algorithm in Figure 3-1 is identi al to Freund and S hapire's
original algorithm.
AdaBoost behaves similarly to the other boosting algorithms we've seen so far in that
weak hypotheses are generated su essively and the weight of ea h training example is inreased if that example is \hard". The main di eren e between AdaBoost and Boost-ByMajority is the weight update rule: AdaBoost uses a multipli ative update rule that depends
on the loss of the urrent weak hypothesis, not its worst ase edge . Another di eren e is
that ea h weak hypothesis re eives a weight t when it is generated; AdaBoost's ombined
hypothesis is a weighted majority vote of the weak hypotheses rather than a simple majority
vote.
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Training error

The e e t of the weight update rule is to redu e the training error. It is relatively easy to
show that the training error drops exponentially rapidly:
1 jfi : H (x ) 6= y gj  1
i
i
m
m

m

X

i=1

exp( yif (xi)) =

T

Y

t=1

(3.2)

Zt :

The inequality follows from the fa t that exp( yi f (xi))  1 if yi 6= H (xi), and the equality
an be seen by unraveling the re ursive de nition of Dt [65℄.
In order to rapidly minimize training error, Eq. (3.2) suggests that
hosen on round t to minimize the normalization fa tor
Zt =

m

X

i=1

Dt (i) exp(

t yi ht (xi )):

t

and ht should be
(3.3)

Of ourse, our learning model assumes that the weak learner is a subroutine to the boosting
algorithm and is not required to hoose its weak hypotheses to minimize Eq. (3.3). In
pra ti e, however, one often designs and implements the weak learner along with the boosting
algorithm, depending on the appli ation, and thus has ontrol over whi h hypothesis is output
as ht. If the weak hypotheses ht are binary, then using the setting for t in Fig. (3-1), the
bound on the training error simpli es to
T

Y

t=1

q

2 t (1 t ) =

T

Yq

t=1

1 4 t2  exp

2

T

2

X

t=1

!

t

where t is the empiri al edge of ht over random guessing, that is, t = 21 t . Note that this
means that AdaBoost is able to improve in eÆ ien y if any of the weak hypotheses have an
error rate lower than the worst ase error 21 . This is a desirable property not enjoyed by
the Boost-By-Majority algorithm; in pra ti e, AdaBoost redu es the training error to zero
very rapidly, as we will see in Se tion 3.3.
In addition, Eq. (3.2) indi ates that AdaBoost is essentially a greedy method for nding
a linear ombination f of weak hypotheses whi h attempts to minimize
m

X

i=1

exp( yif (xi )) =

m

X

i=1

exp

yi

T

X

t=1

t ht (xi )

!

:

(3.4)

On ea h round t, AdaBoost re eives ht from the weak learner and then sets t to add one
more term to the a umulating weighted sum of weak hypotheses in su h a way that Eq. (3.4)
will be maximally redu ed. In other words, AdaBoost is performing a kind of steepest des ent
sear h to minimize Eq. (3.4), where ea h step is onstrained to be along the oordinate axes
(we identify oordinate axes with the weights assigned to the weak hypotheses).
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Generalization error

Freund and S hapire proved that as the number of boosting rounds T in reases, the training
error of the ombined lassi er AdaBoost drops to zero exponentially fast. Using te hniques
of Baum and Haussler [8℄ and Vapnik's theorem (Eq. (3.1)), they showed that, if the weak
learner has a hypothesis spa e of VC-dimension d, then with high probability the generalization error of the ombined lassi er H is bounded:
PrD [H (x) 6= y℄  PrS [H (x) 6= y℄ + O~

0s


1

T dA
;
m

(3.5)

where PrS [℄ denotes the empiri al probability on the training sample S . This implies that
the generalization error of H an be made arbitrarily small by training on a large enough
number of examples. It also suggests that H will over t a xed training sample as the
number of rounds of boosting T in reases.
Non-binary lassi ation

Freund and S hapire also generalized the AdaBoost algorithm to handle lassi ation problems with more than two lasses. Spe i ally, they presented two algorithms for multi lass
problems, where the label spa e Y is a nite set. They also presented an algorithm for
regression problems where Y = [0; 1℄. S hapire [62℄ used error- orre ting odes to produ e another boosting algorithm for multi lass problems (see also Dietteri h and Bakiri [19℄
and Guruswami and Sahai [36℄). In their generalization of binary AdaBoost, S hapire and
Singer [65℄ proposed another multi lass boosting algorithm as well as an algorithm for multilabel problems where an instan e may have more than one orre t label.
Summary

The AdaBoost algorithm was a breakthrough. On e boosting be ame pra ti al, the experiments ould begin. In the next se tion we will dis uss the empiri al evaluation of AdaBoost.

3.3 Experiments with Boosting Algorithms

When the rst boosting algorithms were invented they re eived a small amount of attention
from the experimental ma hine learning ommunity [21, 22℄. Then the AdaBoost algorithm
arrived with its many desirable properties: a theoreti al derivation and analysis, fast running
time, and simple implementation. These properties attra ted ma hine learning resear hers
who began experimenting with the algorithm. All of the experimental studies showed that
AdaBoost almost always improves the performan e of various base learning algorithms, often
by a dramati amount.
We begin this se tion by dis ussing the appli ation of boosting to one kind of base learning
algorithm that outputs de ision tree lassi ers. We then brie y survey other experimental
studies. We on lude with a dis ussion of the questions raised by these experiments with
AdaBoost that led to further theoreti al study of the algorithm.
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3.3.1 De ision Trees
Experiments with the AdaBoost algorithm usually apply it to lassi ation problems. Re all
that a lassi ation problem is spe i ed by a spa e X of instan es and a spa e Y of labels,
where ea h instan e x is assigned a label y a ording to an unknown labelling fun tion
: X ! Y . We assume that the label spa e Y is nite. The input to a base learning
algorithm is a set of training examples h(x1 ; y1); : : : ; (xm ; ym)i, where it is assumed that yi
is the orre t label of instan e xi (i.e., yi = (xi )). The goal of the algorithm is to output a
lassi er h : X ! Y that losely approximates the unknown fun tion .
The rst experiments with AdaBoost [20, 29, 53℄ used it to improve the performan e of
algorithms that generate de ision trees, whi h are de ned as follows. Suppose ea h instan e
x 2 X is represented as a ve tor of n attributes hai ; : : : ; an i that take on either dis rete
or ontinuous values. For example, an attribute ve tor that represents human physi al
hara teristi s is h height, weight, hair olor, eye olor, skin olor i. The values of these
attributes for a parti ular person might be h 1.85 m, 70.5 kg, bla k, dark brown, tan i. A
de ision tree is a hierar hi al lassi er that lassi es instan es a ording the values of their
attributes. Ea h non-leaf node of the de ision tree has an asso iated attribute a (one of the
ai 's) and a value v (one of the possible values of a). Ea h non-leaf node has three hildren
designated as \yes", \no", and \missing." Ea h leaf node u has an asso iated label y 2 Y .
A one node de ision tree, alled a stump [40℄, onsists of one internal node and three
leaves. Consider a stump T1 whose internal node ompares the value of attribute a to value
v . T1 lassi es instan e x as follows. Let x:a be the value of attribute a of x. If a is a
dis rete-valued attribute then

 if x:a = v then T1 assigns x the label asso iated with the \yes" leaf.
 if x:a 6= v then T1 assigns x the label asso iated with the \no" leaf.
 if x:a is unde ned, meaning x is missing a value for attribute a, then T1 assigns x the
label asso iated with the \missing" leaf.

If instead a is a ontinuous-valued attribute, T1 applies a threshold test (x:a > v) instead of
an equality test.
A general de ision tree T has many internal nodes with asso iated attributes. In order
to lassify instan e x, T tra es x along the path from the root to a leaf u a ording to the
out omes at every de ision node; T assigns x the label asso iated with leaf u. A de ision tree
an be thought of as a partition of the instan e spa e X into pairwise disjoint sets Xu whose
union is X , where ea h Xu has an asso iated logi expression that expresses the attribute
values of instan es that fall in that set (for example \hair olor = brown and height < 1 m").
The goal of a de ision tree learning algorithm is to nd a partition of X and an assignment
of labels to ea h set of the partition that minimizes the number of mislabelled instan es.
Algorithms su h as CART [13℄ and C4.5 and its su essors [54℄ use a greedy strategy to
generate a partition and label assignment whi h has low error on the training set. These
algorithms run the risk of over tting, meaning reating a spe ialized de ision tree that is
highly a urate on the training set but performs poorly on the test set. To resist this when
growing the tree, the algorithms prune the tree of nodes thought to be too spe ialized.
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3.3.2 Boosting De ision Trees
We des ribe two experiments using AdaBoost to improve the performan e of de ision tree
lassi ers. The rst experiment [29℄ used as a base learner a simple algorithm for generating
a de ision stump; the nal hypothesis output by AdaBoost was then a weighted ombination
of stumps. In this experiment AdaBoost was ompared to bagging [10℄, another method for
generating and ombining multiple lassi ers, in order to separate the e e ts of ombining
lassi ers from the parti ular merits of the boosting approa h. AdaBoost was also ompared
to C4.5, a standard de ision tree learning algorithm. The se ond experiment [29, 20, 53℄
used C4.5 itself as the base learner; here also boosting was ompared to C4.5 alone and
to bagging. Before we report the results of the experiments, we brie y des ribe bagging,
following Quinlan's presentation [53℄.

Bagging

Invented by Breiman [10℄, bagging (\bootstrap aggregating") is a method for generating
and ombining multiple lassi ers by repeatedly sampling the training data. Given a base
learner and a training set of m examples, bagging runs for T rounds and then outputs a
ombined lassi er. For ea h round t = 1; 2; : : : ; T , a training set of size m is sampled (with
repla ement) from the original examples. This training set is the same size as the original
data, but some examples may not appear in it while others may appear more than on e.
The base learning algorithm generates a lassi er C t from the sample and the nal lassi er
C  is formed by ombining the T lassi ers from these rounds. To lassify an instan e x, a
vote for lass k is re orded for every lassi er for whi h C t (x) = k, and C  (x) is then the
lass with the most votes (with ties broken arbitrarily).
Breiman used bagging to improve the performan e of the CART de ision tree algorithm
on seven moderate-sized datasets. With the number of lassi ers T set to 50, he reported that
the average error of the bagged lassi er C  ranged from 0.57 to 0.94 of the orresponding
error when a single lassi er was learned. He noted, \The vital element is the instability of
the [base learning algorithm℄. If perturbing the [training℄ set an ause signi ant hanges
in the [ lassi er℄ onstru ted, then bagging an improve a ura y."
Bagging and boosting are similar in some respe ts. Both use a base learner to generate
multiple lassi ers by training the base learner on di erent samples of the training data. As
a result, both methods require that the base learner be \instable" in that small hanges in
the training set will lead to di erent lassi ers. However, there are two major di eren es
between bagging and boosting. First, bagging resamples the training set on ea h round
a ording to a uniform distribution over the examples. In ontrast, boosting resamples on
ea h round a ording to a di erent distribution that is modi ed based on the performan e
of the lassi er generated on the previous round. Se ond, bagging uses a simple majority
vote over the T lassi ers whereas boosting uses a weighted majority vote (the weight of a
lassi er depends on its error relative to the distribution from whi h it was generated).
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Boosting De ision Stumps

As a base learner, Freund and S hapire [29℄ used a simple greedy algorithm for nding
the de ision stump with the lowest error (relative to a given distribution over the training
examples). They ran their experiments on 27 ben hmark datasets from the repository at the
University of California at Irvine [52℄. They set the number of boosting and bagging rounds
to be T = 100.
Boosting did signi antly and uniformly better than bagging. The boosting (test) error
rate was worse than the bagging error rate on only one dataset, and the improvement of
bagging over boosting was only 10%. In the most dramati improvement (on the soybeansmall dataset), the best stump had an error rate of 57.6%, bagging redu ed the error to
20.5% and boosting a hieved an error of 0.25%. On average, boosting improved the error
rate over using a single (best) de ision stump by 55.2%, ompared to bagging whi h gave an
improvement of 11.0%.
A omparison to C4.5 revealed that the method of boosting de ision stumps does quite
well as a learning algorithm in its own right. The algorithm beat C4.5 on 10 of the ben hmarks (by at least 2%), tied on 14, and lost on 3. C4.5's improvement in performan e over
a single de ision stump was 49.3% ( ompared to boosting's 55.2%).
Boosting C4.5

An algorithm that produ es a de ision stump lassi er an be thought of as a weak learner.
The last experiment showed that boosting was able to dramati ally improve its performan e,
more often than bagging and to a greater degree. Freund and S hapire [29℄ and Quinlan [53℄
investigated the abilities of boosting and bagging to improve C4.5, a onsiderably stronger
learning algorithm.
When using C4.5 as the base learner, boosting and bagging seem more evenly mat hed,
although boosting still seems to have a slight advantage. Freund and S hapire's experiments
revealed that on average, boosting improved the error rate of C4.5 by 24.8%, bagging by
20.0%. Bagging was superior to C4.5 on 23 datasets and tied otherwise, whereas boosting
was superior on 25 datasets and a tually degraded performan e on 1 dataset (by 54%).
Boosting beat bagging by more than 2% on 6 of the ben hmarks, while bagging did not beat
boosting by this amount (or more) on any ben hmark. For the remaining 21 ben hmarks,
the di eren e in performan e was less than 2%.
Quinlan's results [53℄ with bagging and boosting C4.5 were more ompelling. He ran
boosting and bagging for T = 10 rounds and used 27 datasets from the UCI repository,
about half of whi h were also used by Freund and S hapire. He found that bagging redu ed
C4.5's lassi ation error by 10% on average and was superior to C4.5 on 24 of the 27 datasets
and degraded performan e on 3 (the worst in rease was 11%). Boosting redu ed error by
15% but improved performan e on 21 datasets and degraded performan e on 6 (the worst
in rease was 36%). Compared to one another, boosting was superior to bagging (by more
than 2%) on 20 of the 27 datasets. Quinlan on luded that boosting outperforms bagging,
often by a signi ant amount, but bagging is less prone to degrade the base learner.
Dru ker and Cortes [20℄ also found that AdaBoost was able to improve the performan e
of C4.5. They used AdaBoost to build ensembles of de ision trees for opti al hara ter
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re ognition (OCR) tasks. In ea h of their experiments, the boosted de ision trees performed
better than a single tree, sometimes redu ing the error by a fa tor of four.
Boosting Past Zero

Quinlan experimented further to try to determine the ause for boosting's o asional degradation in performan e. In the original AdaBoost paper [31℄, Freund and S hapire attributed
this kind of degradation to over tting. As dis ussed earlier, the goal of boosting is to onstru t a ombined lassi er onsisting of weak lassi ers. In order to produ e the best
lassi er, one would naturally expe t to run AdaBoost until the training error of the ombined lassi er rea hes zero. Further rounds in this situation would seem only to over t{they
will in rease the omplexity of the ombined lassi er but annot improve its performan e
on the training data.
To test the hypothesis that degradation in performan e was due to over tting, Quinlan
repeated his experiments with T = 10 as before but stopped boosting if the training error
rea hed zero. He found that in many ases, C4.5 required only three rounds of boosting to
produ e a ombined lassi er that performs perfe tly on the training data; the average number of rounds was 4.9. Despite using fewer rounds, and thus being less prone to over tting,
the test error of boosted C4.5 was worse: the average error over the 27 datasets was 13%
higher than when boosting was run for T = 10 rounds. This meant that boosting ontinued
to improve the a ura y of the ombined lassi er (on the test set) even after the training
error rea hed zero!
Dru ker and Cortes [20℄ made a related observation of AdaBoost's resistan e to over tting
in their experiments using boosting to build ensembles of de ision trees, \Overtraining never
seems to be a problem for these weak learners, that is, as one in reases the number of trees,
the ensemble test error rate asymptotes and never in reases." We will return to this point
in Se tion 3.4.

3.3.3 Other Experiments
We now des ribe other experiments with the AdaBoost algorithm.
Breiman [12℄ ompared boosting and bagging using de ision trees on real and syntheti
data in order to determine the di eren es between the two methods. In the pro ess he
formulated an explanation of boosting's ex ellent generalization behavior, and he derived a
new boosting algorithm. We dis uss his work in more detail in Se tion 3.4.1.
Dietteri h [18℄ built ensembles of de ision trees using boosting, bagging, and randomization (the next attribute to add to the tree is hosen uniformly at random among a restri ted
set of attributes). His results were onsistent with the trend we have seen: boosting produ es
better ombined lassi ers than bagging or randomization. However, when he introdu ed
noise into the training data, meaning hoosing a random subset of the examples and assigning ea h a label hosen randomly among the in orre t ones, he found that bagging performs
mu h better than boosting and sometimes better than randomization.
Bauer and Kohavi [7℄ ondu ted an extensive experimental study of the e e ts of boosting, bagging, and related ensemble methods on various base learners, in luding various de i33

sion trees and the Naive-Bayes predi tor [23℄. Like Dietteri h, they also found that boosting
performs worse than bagging on noisy data.
Ja kson and Craven [41℄ employed AdaBoost using sparse per eptrons as the weak learning algorithm. Testing on three datasets, they found that boosted sparse per eptrons outperformed more general multi-layered per eptrons, as well as C4.5. A main feature of their
results was that the boosted lassi ers were very simple and were easy for humans to interpret, whereas the lassi ers produ ed by multi-layered per eptrons or C4.5 were mu h more
omplex and in omprehensible.
Ma lin and Opitz [49℄ ompared boosting and bagging using neural networks and de ision
trees. They performed their experiments on datasets from the UCI repository and found that
boosting methods were better able to improve the performan e of both of the base learners.
They also observed that boosting is sensitive to noise.
Other experiments not surveyed here in lude those by Dietteri h and Bakiri [19℄, Margineantu
and Dietteri h [50℄, S hapire [62℄, and S hwenk and Bengio [66℄.

3.3.4 Summary
We have seen that experiments with the AdaBoost algorithm revealed that it able to use
a base learning algorithm to produ e a highly a urate predi tion rule. AdaBoost usually
improves the base learner quite dramati ally, with minimal extra omputation osts. Along
these lines, Leslie Valiant praised AdaBoost in his 1997 Knuth Prize Le ture [70℄, \The way
to get pra tioners to use your work is to give them an extremely simple algorithm that, in
minutes, does magi like this!" (referring to Quinlan's results).
These experiments raised many questions about the behavior of AdaBoost:

 Why is AdaBoost able to produ e good lassi ers?
 Why is AdaBoost able to ontinue to redu e the test error of the ombined lassi er
after the training error rea hes zero?

 Why does AdaBoost resist over tting?
 How an AdaBoost be modi ed to work in the presen e of noise?
In the next se tion we will present the attempts of various resea hers to answer these questions.

3.4 Why Does Boosting Work?

As theory suggested, the many experiments with the AdaBoost algorithm veri ed that it
rapidly produ ed ombined lassi ers that were mu h more a urate on test data than any
onstituent lassi er. In turn, the experiments raised questions that the theory was not
prepared to answer, the most prominent of whi h is, why AdaBoost does not over t when
run for many rounds, and how it is able to ontinue to redu e the test error of the ombined
lassi er after its training error rea hes zero. This question has not been fully answered as
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of now. In this se tion we survey the various interpretations of boosting made by various
resear hers, usually in an attempt to explain the surprising phenomenon of its resistan e to
over tting.
We begin with Breiman's justi ation of AdaBoost's performan e based on an analysis
of its a e t on the bias and varian e of the weak learner. We then survey the margins
theory of S hapire, Freund, Bartlett, and Lee, whi h shed some light on how generalization
performan e ould ontinue to improve after training error rea hes zero. Next, we explore a
onne tion between boosting and game theory elu idated by Freund and S hapire, and then
brie y des ribe a re ent statisti al view of boosting by Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani.
Finally, we on lude with a short dis ussion of AdaBoost's sensitivity to noise, meaning
mislabelled training examples.

3.4.1 Ar ing, bias, and varian e

Intrigued by the performan e of boosting and bagging on de ision trees, Breiman [12℄ formulated an explanation of the di eren es between the two ensemble methods, as well as a
justi ation for boosting's resistan e to over tting. Based on his observations he derived
a new boosting algorithm, whi h he alled an ar ing algorithm (adaptively resample and
ombine), and ompared it to AdaBoost on real and arti ial datasets.
The goal of any learning algorithm for a lassi ation task is to minimize its generalization
error, the probability that its output lassi er will mis lassify an instan e not in the training
set. Breiman, and other resear hers [45, 46, 68℄, have examined di erent ways of de omposing
the generalization error of an algorithm into two terms alled the (statisti al) bias and
varian e. Intuitively, the bias term measures the systemati error of the learning algorithm,
in other words, any inherent inability of the algorithm to perfe tly lassify the data. The
varian e term measures the error that is due to u tuations su h as noise in the data or
random hoi es made by the algorithm.
Breiman de ned one parti ular bias{varian e de omposition and argued that in order for
a learning algorithm to redu e its generalization error, it must redu e its bias and varian e.
With this observation in mind, he ran bagging and boosting, with CART de ision trees [13℄
as the weak learner, on various arti ial datasets, hosen so that he ould a urately estimate
the bias and varian e of the ensemble methods. His experiments showed that both bagging
and boosting (or ar ing, as he alled it) do not signi antly a e t the bias of the weak
learner, but they do drasti ally redu e its varian e (meaning the varian e of the ensemble
is mu h less than the varian e of a single lassi er). After observing that boosting a hieved
lower test error than bagging on some real-world datasets, Breiman on luded that boosting
beats bagging be ause it is better at redu ing varian e (as he demonstrated on his arti ial
datasets). It is a natural on lusion that boosting and bagging should redu e varian e sin e
they average over many lassi ers.
Breiman then developed an ad-ho new boosting algorithm named ar -x4:
After testing [AdaBoost℄ I suspe ted that its su ess lay not in its spe i
form but in its adaptive resampling property, where in reasing weight was pla ed
on those ases more frequently mis lassi ed. To he k on this, I tried three simple
update s hemes for the [distribution over examples℄. In ea h, the update was of
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the form 1 + m(n)h [m(n) is the number of times example n was mis lassi ed by
the previously onstru ted lassi ers℄, and h = 1; 2; 4 was tested on the waveform
data. The last one did the best and be ame ar -x4. Higher values of h were not
tested so further improvement is possible.
Breiman found that ar -x4 performed omparably to AdaBoost in produ ing lassi ers with
small test error, and this was veri ed by other resear hers [7, 49℄.
Breiman's observation that boosting's strength is its ability to redu e the varian e of
the weak learner was not repli ated by other resear hers; in fa t, they found the opposite,
that boosting tends to redu e both bias and varian e [7, 33, 64℄. In parti ular, Freund and
S hapire [28℄ dis ussed Breiman's paper [12℄ in the same journal issue. S hapire et al. [64℄
also gave a detailed dis ussion of the merits and weaknesses of the appli ation of the bias{
varian e analysis to boosting. They o ered an alternative explanation for the e e tiveness
of boosting, whi h we present in the next se tion.

3.4.2 Margins analysis

In order to produ e the best lassi er, one would naturally expe t to run AdaBoost until the
training error of the ombined lassi er rea hes zero. Further rounds in this situation would
seem only to over t{they will in rease the omplexity of the ombined lassi er but annot
improve its performan e on the training data. As we saw in Se tion 3.3.2, experiments
with AdaBoost displayed the opposite phenomenon: the test error of the ombined lassi er
ontinues to de rease after its training error rea hes zero [20, 53℄. For example, the left side
of Figure 2 shows the training and test urves of running AdaBoost on top of C4.5 on the
\letter" dataset [52℄.
These observations seem to ontradi t O am's Razor, one of the fundamental prin iples
in the theory and pra ti e of ma hine learning (see, for instan e, Chapter 2 of Kearns and
Vazirani [44℄). The prin iple states that in order to a hieve good test error, the lassi er
should be as simple as possible. By \simple" we mean that the lassi er is hosen from a
restri ted spa e of lassi ers. When the spa e is nite, we use its ardinality as the measure
of omplexity and when it is in nite we use the VC-dimension [72℄ whi h is often losely
related to the number of parameters that de ne the lassi er. Typi ally, in both theory
and pra ti e, the di eren e between the training error and test error in reases when the
omplexity of the lassi er in reases [64℄.
Indeed, Freund and S hapire predi ted this typi al behavior for AdaBoost when they rst
developed the algorithm [31℄. They showed that, for a ombined hypothesis H generated
from a training sample S of size m using a weak learner whose hypothesis spa e has VCdimension d, with high probability the generalization error of H is bounded by
PrD [H (x) 6= y℄  PrS [H (x) 6= y℄ + O~

0s


1

T dA
;
m

where PrS [℄ denotes the empiri al probability on the sample S (Eq. (3.5), Se tion 3.2.4).
This bound suggests that boosting will over t if run for too many rounds (as T be omes
large).
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Figure 3-2: Error urves and margin distribution graphs for boosting C4.5 on the letter
dataset as reported by S hapire et al. [64℄. Left: The training and test error urves (lower
and upper urves, respe tively) of the ombined lassi er as a fun tion of the number of
rounds of boosting. The horizontal lines indi ate the test error rate of the ( rst) base
lassi er as well as the test error of the nal ombined lassi er. Right: The umulative
distribution of margins of the training examples after 5, 100, and 1000 iterations, in luded
by short-dashed, long-dashed (mostly hidden), and solid urves, respe tively. (Reprinted
from S hapire [63℄.)
Fa ed with the ontradi ting experimental eviden e that, when run for a large number
of rounds, boosting often does not over t and ontinues to improve the test of its ombined
lassi er [12, 20, 53℄, Freund and S hapire sought a revised analysis of the generalization
error of AdaBoost. Together with Bartlett and Lee, they formulated the margins analysis
of boosting [64℄. We follow S hapire's summary [63℄, using the notation of the AdaBoost
pseudo ode of Figure 3-1.
Re all that the ombined hypothesis H output by AdaBoost lassi es an instan e x as
H (x) = sign(f (x)) = sign( Tt=1 t ht (x)). De ne the margin of an example (x; y ), where
y 2 f 1; +1g, as
(x) = y Tt=1 t ht (x) :
marginf (x; y) = yf
T
T
P

P

P

t=1

j tj

P

t=1

j tj

It is a number in [ 1; +1℄ that is positive if and only if H orre tly lassi es the example.
Moreover, the magnitude of the margin an be interpreted as a measure of on den e in the
predi tion of H . S hapire et al. proved that larger margins on the training set translate into
a superior upper bound on the generalization error. Spe i ally, for any  > 0, with high
probability (over the hoi e of training set) the generalization error is at most
PrS marginf (x; y)   + O~
h

i

0s


1

d A
:
m2

Unlike the previous generalization error bound, this bound is entirely independent of T ,
the number of rounds of boosting. In addition, S hapire et al. proved that boosting is
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parti ularly aggressive at redu ing the margin (in a quanti able sense) sin e it on entrates
on the examples with the smallest margins.
Boosting's e e t on the margins an be seen empiri ally, as shown on the right side of
Figure 3-2, whi h shows the umulative distribution of the margins of the training example
on the \letter" dataset. In this ase, even after the training error rea hes zero, boosting
ontinues to in rease the margins of the training examples, e e ting a orresponding drop
in the test error.
Several authors [11, 35, 51℄ have made attempts to use the insights gleaned from the
theory of margins. For example, Grove and S huurmans [35℄ boosted de ision trees using
a linear programming algorithm for dire tly maximizing the minimum margin. They found
that although this algorithm a hieved a better minimum margin than AdaBoost, its test
error was worse. They also reported experiments where AdaBoost did eventually over t the
training data (as observed by other resear hers [29, 49, 53℄) after a large number of rounds
(e.g., 1000). They on luded that the margins theory alone does not a urately des ribe
empiri al observation.
In ontrast, Mason, Bartlett, and Baxter [51℄ su essfully applied the margins theory to
derive a new boosting algorithm that a hieves better empiri al test error than AdaBoost.
Rather than only minimizing training error as does AdaBoost, their algorithm instead optimizes a ost fun tion whi h involves both the training error and the omplexity of the
ombined lassi er. Experiments with their algorithm, whi h is a gradient des ent method,
revealed that it sometimes avoids redu ing training error in favor of redu ing the omplexity
of the ombined lassi er, whi h is impossible behavior for AdaBoost.
In summary, the margins analysis of AdaBoost produ ed further insight into the strange
resistan e of boosting to over tting. In addition, S hapire notes that the margin theory
points to a strong onne tion between boosting and the support-ve tor ma hines of Vapnik
and others [9, 16, 72℄ whi h expli itly attempt to maximize the minimum margin.

3.4.3 A game-theoreti interpretation
The behavior of AdaBoost an also be understood in a game-theoreti setting as explored
by Freund and S hapire [30, 32℄ (see also Grove and S huurmans [35℄ and Breiman [12℄). We
follow S hapire's summary [63℄.
In lassi al game theory, it is possible to put any two-person, zero-sum game in the form
of a matrix M (see, for instan e, Fudenberg and Tirole [34℄). To play the game, one player
hooses a row i and the other player hooses a olumn j . The loss of the row player (whi h
is the same as the payo to the olumn player) is Mij . More generally, the two sides may
play randomly, hoosing distributions P and Q over rows and olumns, respe tively. The
expe ted loss then is PT MQ.
Boosting an be viewed as repeated play of a parti ular game matrix. Assume that the
weak hypotheses are binary, and let H = fh1; : : : ; hng be the entire hypothesis spa e. To
simplify the dis ussion, we assume H is nite. For a xed training set (x1 ; y1); : : : ; (xm ; ym),
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the game matrix M has m rows and n olumns, where
Mij =

(

1 if hj (xi ) = yi
0 otherwise.

The row player now is the boosting algorithm, and the olumn player is the weak learner. The
boosting algorithm's hoi e of a distribution Dt over training examples be omes a distribution
P over rows of M, while the weak learner's hoi e of a weak hypothesis ht be omes the hoi e
of a olumn j of M (note the similarity to Freund's majority-vote game (Se tion 3.2.3) and
the original derivation of AdaBoost (Se tion 3.2.4)).
As an example of the onne tion between boosting and game theory, onsider von Neumann's famous minmax theorem whi h states that
max min PT MQ = min max PT MQ
Q P

P Q

for any matrix M. When applied to the matrix just de ned and reinterpreted in the boosting
setting, this an be shown to have the following meaning: if, for any distribution over the
training examples, there exists a weak hypothesis with error at most 21 , then there
exists a onvex ombination of weak hypotheses with a margin of at least 2 on all training
examples. As explained in Se tion 3.4.2, AdaBoost seeks to nd su h a nal hypothesis with
high margin on all examples by ombining many weak hypotheses; so in a sense, the minmax
theorem tells us that AdaBoost has at least the potential for su ess sin e, given a \good"
weak learner, there must exist a good ombination of weak hypotheses.
Going mu h further, AdaBoost an be shown to be a spe ial ase of a more general
algorithm for playing repeated games, or for approximately solving matrix games. This
shows that, asymptoti ally, the distribution over training examples as well as the weights over
weak hypotheses in the nal hypothesis have game-theoreti interpretations as approximate
minmax or maxmin strategies.

3.4.4 Estimating probabilities

Let us return to de nition of the AdaBoost algorithm. As we saw in Se tion 3.2.4, AdaBoost
is a greedy method for hoosing t in order to minimize Eq. (3.4):
m

X

i=1

exp( yif (xi )) =

m

X

i=1

exp

yi

T

X

t=1

t ht (xi )

!

:

Starting from this interpretation, Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani [33℄ re ently o ered a
statisti al view of boosting. The following summary of their work in based on S hapire's
presentation [63℄.
So far we have onsidered the lassi ation problem of predi ting the label y of an instan e
x with the intention of minimizing the probability of an in orre t predi tion; we have assumed
that x is assigned y by a deterministi labelling fun tion. A related useful problem arises
when we modify this assumption: perhaps x an re eive di erent labels, a ording to a nondeterministi labelling fun tion. In this ase we are alled upon to estimate the probability
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that a given instan e x has label y. For example, given the observation (x) that Tra y has
a heada he, what is the probability that the heada he stems from a disease (y1), as opposed
to the fa t that she skipped breakfast this morning (y2)? Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani
suggested a method for using the output of AdaBoost to make reasonable estimates of su h
probabilities. Spe i ally, they suggest using a logisti fun tion, and estimating
f (x))
(3.6)
Prf [y = +1jx℄ = exp(f (xexp(
)) + exp( f (x))
where, as usual, f (x) is the weighted average of weak hypotheses generated by AdaBoost.
The rationale for this hoi e is the lose onne tion between the log loss (negative log likelihood) of su h a model, namely,
m

X

i=1

ln (1 + exp ( 2yif (xi )))

(3.7)

and the fun tion that, as we have already noted, AdaBoost attempts to minimize:
m

X

i=1

exp( yif (xi)):

(3.8)

Spe i ally, it an be veri ed that Eq. (3.8) is an upper bound on Eq. (3.7). In addition,
if we add the onstant 1 ln 2 to Eq. (3.7) (whi h does not a e t its minimization), then
it an be veri ed that the resulting fun tion and the one in Eq. (3.8) have identi al Taylor
expansions around zero up to se ond order; thus, their behavior near zero is very similar.
Finally, it an be shown that, for any distribution over pairs (x; y), the expe ted log loss,
E [ln(1 + exp( 2yf (x)))℄ ;
and the expe ted error of AdaBoost,
E [exp( yf (x))℄ ;
are minimized by the same fun tion f , namely,
f (x) =

1
2 ln

Pr [y = +1jx℄ :
Pr [y = 1jx℄
!

Thus, for all these reasons, minimizing Eq. (3.8), as is done by AdaBoost, an be viewed
as a method of approximately minimizing the negative log likelihood given in Eq. (3.7).
Therefore, we may expe t Eq. (3.6) to give a reasonable probability estimate.
Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani also make other onne tions between AdaBoost, logisti
regression, and additive models. In parti ular, they derive new boosting algorithms based
on these onne tions. The new algorithms exhibit omparable or superior performan e to
AdaBoost, as demonstrated in their experiments with de ision trees.
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3.4.5 Boosting in the presen e of noise

Quinlan [53℄ was the rst to noti e that AdaBoost sometimes in reased the error of a base
learner (de ision trees, in his ase). When he presented this work at his AAAI'96 talk, he
mentioned that he believed the poor performan e of the algorithm was due to noise, meaning
mislabelled training examples. Dietteri h [18℄ on rmed this observation, nding that bagging outperformed AdaBoost when given noisy training data. Ma lin and Opitz [49℄ made
similar ndings for neural networks: when they introdu ed noise into the data, AdaBoost
produ ed lassi ers with test error worse than ar -x4 [12℄ and mu h worse than bagging [10℄.
Bauer and Kohavi [7℄ reported detailed behavior of boosting in the presen e of noise.
When using de ision trees, they found that AdaBoost performed worse than the single (best)
tree on 4 out of 14 datasets, where 2 of the 4 de nitely ontained mislabelled training data.
They listed this problem rst on their list of open problems:
The main problem with boosting seems to be [la k of℄ robustness to noise.
We attempted to drop instan es with very high weight but the experiments did
not show this to be a su essful approa h. Should smaller sample sizes be used to
for e theories to be simple if tree sizes grow as trials progress? Are there methods
to make boosting algorithms more robust when the dataset is noisy?
When he observed this phenomenon in his own experiments, Quinlan tried using on den e estimates to improve the performan e of AdaBoost. Spe i ally, suppose base lassi er
ht lassi es instan e x with an asso iated on den e Ct (x) (between 0 and 1). Quinlan suggested that, in the ombined hypothesis, rather than vote with weight t on instan e x, ht
should modify the strength of its vote a ording to Ct(x). He implemented a s heme for
doing so, based on the Lapla e ratio, and found that this improved the performan e of AdaBoost on all but one of the noisy datasets. He on luded, \This modi ation is ne essarily
ad-ho , sin e the on den e estimate: : :has only an intuitive meaning."
An approa h to this problem has arisen from AdaBoost's prede essor, the Boost-ByMajority algorithm. As noted by Freund and S hapire [28℄, \: : :boost-by-majority is quite
di erent than AdaBoost in the way it treats outliers, whi h suggests that it might be worth
exploring experimentally." See a very re ent paper by Freund [27℄ for the next hapter in
the story whi h in ludes a new boosting algorithm, BrownBoost.
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Chapter 4
The Algorithm RankBoost
In this hapter we introdu e our formal model of the ranking problem and present a boosting
algorithm, whi h we all RankBoost, for solving it.

4.1 A formal model of the ranking problem

In this se tion, we des ribe our formal model for studying ranking. Let X be a set alled
the domain or instan e spa e. Elements of X are alled instan es. For example, in the
movie-ranking task, ea h movie is an instan e.
A learning algorithm in our model a epts as input a set of ranking features f1; : : : ; fn,
whi h are fun tions. These are intended to provide a base level of information about the
ranking task. Said di erently, the learner's job will be to learn a ranking expressible in terms
of the primitive ranking features, similar to ordinary features in more onventional learning
settings. In one formulation of the movie task, ea h ranking feature orresponds to a single
viewer's past ratings of movies.
Formally, ea h ranking feature fi is a fun tion of the form fi : X ! R . The set R onsists
of all real numbers, plus one additional element ? that indi ates that no ranking is given
and whi h is de ned to be in omparable to all real numbers. For two instan es x0 and x1 ,
we interpret fi(x1 ) > fi(x0 ) to mean that x1 is ranked higher than x0 by fi . If fi(x) = ?
then x is unranked by fi . For the movie ranking task, fi (x) is simply the numeri al rating
provided by movie-viewer i on movie x, or ? if the movie was not rated.
The nal input to the learning algorithm is a feedba k fun tion . This fun tion en odes
known relative ranking information about a subset of the instan es. Typi ally, the learner
will try to approximate  to produ e a ranking of unseen instan es. For the movie task, the
feedba k onsists of Ali e's preferen es among the movies she has already seen.
Formally, we assume the feedba k fun tion has the form  : X  X ! R with the
interpretation that (x0 ; x1) represents how important it is that x1 be ranked above x0 .
Positive values mean that x1 should be ranked above x0 while negative values mean the
opposite; a value of zero indi ates no preferen e between x0 and x1 . Consistent with this
interpretation, we assume that (x; x) = 0 for all x 2 X , and that  is anti-symmetri in
the sense that (x0 ; x1) = (x1 ; x0 ) for all x0 ; x1 2 X . Note, however, that we do not
assume transitivity of the feedba k fun tion.
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For the movie task, we an de ne (x0 ; x1) to be +1 if movie x1 was preferred to movie
x0 by the urrent viewer, 1 if the opposite was the ase, and 0 if either of the movies was
not seen or if they were equally rated.
We generally assume that the support of  is nite. Let X denote the set of feedba
instan es, i.e., those instan es that o ur in the support of :

k

X = fx 2 X j 9x0 2 X : (x; x0 ) 6= 0g:

Also, let jj be the size of the support of :

jj = jf(x0 ; x1) 2 X  X j (x0 ; x1) 6= 0gj :
In some settings, it may be appropriate for the learner to a ept a set of feedba k fun tions
1 ; : : : ; m. However, all of these an be ombined into a single fun tion  simply by adding
them:  = j j . (If some have greater importan e than others, then a weighted sum an
be used.)
Formally, we require the learner to output a ranking of all instan es represented in the
form of a fun tion H : X ! R with a similar interpretation to that of the ranking features,
i.e., x1 is ranked higher than x0 by H if H (x1 ) > H (x0). For the movie task, this orresponds
to a omplete ordering of all movies (with possible ties allowed).
The goal of the learner is to produ e a \good" ranking of all instan es, in luding those
not observed in training. For instan e, for the movie task, we would like to nd a ranking
of all movies that a urately predi ts whi h ones a movie-viewer will like more or less than
others; obviously, this ranking should in lude movies that the viewer has not already seen.
As in other learning settings, how well the learning system performs on unseen data depends
on many fa tors, su h as the number of instan es overed in training and the representational
omplexity of the ranking produ ed by the learner.
There are various methods that an be used to evaluate su h a ranking. Some of these
are dis ussed in Chapter 5. The boosting algorithm des ribed in the next se tion attempts
to minimize one possible measure alled the ranking loss.
P

4.2 A boosting algorithm for the ranking task
In this se tion, we des ribe an approa h to the ranking problem based on a ma hine learning
method alled boosting, in parti ular, Freund and S hapire's [31℄ AdaBoost algorithm and its
su essor developed by S hapire and Singer [65℄. Boosting is a method of produ ing highly
a urate predi tion rules by ombining many \weak" rules whi h may be only moderately
a urate.
In the urrent setting, we seek a learning algorithm that will produ e a fun tion H :
X ! R whose indu ed ordering of X will approximate the relative orderings en oded by the
feedba k fun tion . To formalize this goal, let D(x0 ; x1 ) =  maxf0; (x0 ; x1)g so that all
negative entries of  (whi h arry no additional information) are set to zero. Here, is a
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Algorithm RankBoost
Given: initial distribution D over X  X .
Initialize: D1 = D.
For t = 1; : : : ; T :






Train weak learner using distribution Dt .
Get weak hypothesis ht : X ! R .
Choose t 2 R .
D (x ; x ) exp ( t (ht (x0 ) ht (x1 )))
Update: Dt+1 (x0 ; x1 ) = t 0 1
Zt
where Zt is a normalization fa tor ( hosen so that Dt+1 will be a distribution).

Output the nal hypothesis: H (x) =

T

X

t=1

t ht (x):

Figure 4-1: The RankBoost algorithm.
positive onstant hosen so that
X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) = 1:

(When a spe i range is not spe i ed on a sum, we always assume summation over all of

X .) A pair x0 ; x1 is said to be ru ial if (x0 ; x1 ) > 0 so that the pair re eives non-zero
weight under D.
Our boosting algorithm is designed to nd an H with a small weighted number of ru ial-

pair misorderings, namely,
X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) [ H (x1 )  H (x0 )℄℄ = Pr(x0 ;x1 )D [H (x1 )  H (x0 )℄ :

(4.1)

Here and throughout this paper, we de ne [ ℄ to be 1 if predi ate  holds and 0 otherwise.
We all the quantity in Eq. (4.1) the ranking loss and we denote it by rlossD (H ).

4.2.1 The RankBoost algorithm
We all our boosting algorithm RankBoost, and its pseudo ode is shown in Figure 4-1.
Like all boosting algorithms, RankBoost operates in rounds. We assume a ess to a separate
pro edure alled the weak learner that, on ea h round, is alled to produ e a weak hypothesis.
RankBoost maintains a distribution Dt over X  X that is passed on round t to the weak
learner. Intuitively, RankBoost hooses Dt to emphasize di erent parts of the training data.
A high weight assigned to a pair of instan es indi ates a great importan e that the weak
learner order that pair orre tly.
Weak hypotheses have the form ht : X ! R . We think of these as providing ranking
information in the manner des ribed above. The weak learner we used in our experiments
is based on the given ranking features; details are given in Se tion 4.3.
The boosting algorithm uses the weak hypotheses to update the distribution as shown in
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Figure 4-1. Suppose that x0 ; x1 is a ru ial pair so that we want x1 to be ranked higher than
x0 (in all other ases, Dt will be zero). Assuming for the moment that the parameter t > 0
(as it usually will be), this rule de reases the weight Dt (x0 ; x1) if ht gives a orre t ranking
(ht (x1 ) > ht (x0)) and in reases the weight otherwise. Thus, Dt will tend to on entrate on

the pairs whose relative ranking is hardest to determine. The a tual setting of t will be
dis ussed shortly.
The nal or ombined hypothesis H is a weighted sum of the weak hypotheses. In
the following theorem we prove a bound on the ranking loss of H on the training set.
This theorem also provides guidan e in hoosing t and in designing the weak learner as
we dis uss below. As in standard lassi ation problems, the loss on a separate test set
an also be theoreti ally bounded given appropriate assumptions using uniform- onvergen e
theory [17, 38, 71℄ . In Se tion 4.4 we will derive one su h bound on the ranking generalization
error of H and explain why the lassi ation generalization error bounds do not trivially arry
over to the ranking setting.
Theorem 1 Assuming the notation of Figure 4-1, the ranking loss of H is

rlossD (H ) 

T

Y

t=1

Zt :

Proof: Unraveling the update rule, we have that
DT +1 (x0 ; x1 ) =

D(x0 ; x1 ) exp (H (x0 ) H (x1 ))
:
Q
t Zt

Note that [ x  0℄℄  ex for all real x. Therefore, the ranking loss with respe t to initial
distribution D is
X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) [ H (x0 )  H (x1 )℄℄


=

X

x0 ;x1
X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) exp (H (x0 ) H (x1 ))
DT +1 (x0 ; x1 )

Y

t

Zt =

Y

t

Zt :

This proves the theorem.
Note that our methods for hoosing t, whi h are presented in the next se tion, guarantee
that Zt  1: Note also that RankBoost generally requires O(jj) spa e and time per round.

4.2.2 Choosing

t

and riteria for weak learners

In view of the bound established in Theorem 1, we are guaranteed to produ e a ombined
hypothesis with low ranking loss if on ea h round t we hoose t and the weak learner
onstru ts ht so as to minimize
Zt =

X

x0 ;x1

Dt (x0 ; x1 ) exp ( t (ht (x0 ) ht (x1 ))) :
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Formally, RankBoost uses the weak learner as a bla k box and has no ontrol over how
it hooses its weak hypotheses. In pra ti e, however, we are often fa ed with the task of
implementing the weak learner, in whi h ase we an design it to minimize Zt .
There are various methods for a hieving this end. Here we sket h three. Let us x t
and drop all t subs ripts when lear from ontext. (In parti ular, for the time being, D will
denote Dt rather than an initial distribution.)
First method. First and most generally, for any given weak hypothesis h, it an be shown
that Z , viewed as a fun tion of , has a unique minimum whi h an be found numeri ally

via a simple binary sear h (ex ept in trivial degenerate ases). For details, see Se tion 6.2
of S hapire and Singer [65℄.
Se ond method. The se ond method of minimizing Z is appli able in the spe ial ase
that h has range f0; 1g. In this ase, we an minimize Z analyti ally as follows: For b 2
f 1; 0; +1g, let
X
Wb =
D(x0 ; x1 ) [ h(x0 ) h(x1 ) = b℄ :
x0 ;x1

Also, abbreviate W+1 by W+ and W 1 by W . Then Z = W e + W0 + W+e : Using simple
al ulus, it an be veri ed that Z is minimized by setting
=
whi h yields

W
W+

1
2 ln

!

(4.2)

q

Z = W0 + 2 W W+ :

(4.3)
Thus, if we are using weak hypotheses with range restri ted to f0; 1g, we should attempt to
nd h that tends to minimize Eq. (4.3) and we should then set as in Eq. (4.2).
Third method. Here we onsider weak hypotheses of intermediate generality, namely
those with range [0; 1℄. For these hypotheses, we an use a third method to setting based
on an approximation of Z . Spe i ally, by the onvexity of e x as a fun tion of x, it an be

veri ed that

1+x e + 1 x e
e 
2
2
for all real and x 2 [ 1; +1℄. Thus, we an approximate Z by
x









1 + h(x0 ) h(x1 ) e + 1 h(x0) + h(x1 ) e
Z 
D(x0 ; x1 )
2
2
x0 ;x1
= 1 2 r e + 1 +2 r e


where

!

"

X





r=



X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 )(h(x1 ) h(x0 )):
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!

#

(4.4)
(4.5)

The right hand side of Eq. (4.4) is minimized when
(4.6)
= 12 ln 11 + rr
p
whi h, plugging into Eq. (4.4), yields Z  1 r2. Thus, to approximately minimize Z using
weak hypotheses with range [0; 1℄, we an attempt to maximize jrj as de ned in Eq. (4.5)
and then set as in Eq. (4.6).
We now onsider the ase when any of these three methods for setting assign a weak
hypothesis h a weight < 0. For example, a ording to Eq. (4.2), is negative if W+,
the weight of misordered pairs, is greater than W , the weight of orre tly ordered pairs.
Similarly for Eq. (4.6), < 0 if r < 0 (note that r = W W+ ). Intuitively, this means that
h is negatively orrelated with the feedba k; the reverse of its predi ted order will better
approximate the feedba k. RankBoost allows su h weak hypotheses and its update rule
re e ts this intuition: the weights of the pairs that h orre tly orders are in reased, and the
weights of the in orre t pairs are de reased.




4.2.3 An eÆ ient implementation for bipartite feedba k
In this se tion, we des ribe a more eÆ ient implementation of RankBoost for feedba k of a
spe ial form. We say that the feedba k fun tion is bipartite if there exist disjoint subsets
X0 and X1 of X su h that  ranks all instan es in X1 above all instan es in X0 and says
nothing about any other pairs. That is, formally, for all x0 2 X0 and all x1 2 X1 we have
that (x0 ; x1) = +1, (x1 ; x0) = 1 and  is zero on all other pairs.
Su h feedba k arises naturally, for instan e, in do ument rank-retrieval tasks ommon
in the eld of information retrieval. Here, a set of do uments may have been judged to be
relevant or irrelevant. A feedba k fun tion that en odes these preferen es will be bipartite.
The goal of an algorithm for this task is to dis over the relevant do uments and present them
to a user. Rather than output a lassi ation of do uments as relevant or irrelevant, the goal
here is to output a ranked list of all do uments that tends to pla e all relevant do uments near
the top of the list. One reason a ranking is preferred over a hard lassi ation is that a ranking
expresses the algorithm's on den e in its predi tions. Another reason is that typi ally users
of ranked-retrieval systems do not have the patien e to examine every do ument that was
predi ted as relevant, espe ially if there is large number of su h do uments. A ranking allows
the system to guide the user's de isions about whi h do uments to read.
If RankBoost is implemented naively as in Se tion 4.2.2, then the spa e and time-perround requirements will be O(jX0j jX1j). In this se tion, we show how this an be improved
to O(jX0j + jX1j). Note that, in this se tion, X = X0 [ X1.
The main idea is to maintain a set of weights vt over X (rather than the two-argument
distribution Dt), and to maintain the ondition that, on ea h round,
Dt (x0 ; x1 ) = vt (x0 )vt (x1 )

(4.7)

for all ru ial pairs x0 ; x1 (re all that Dt is zero for all other pairs).
The pseudo ode for this implementation is shown in Figure 4-2. Eq. (4.7) an be proved
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Algorithm RankBoost.B
Given: disjoint subsets X0 and X1 of X .
Initialize:
(
1 j if x 2 X1
v1 (x) = 11==jjX
X0 j if x 2 X0
For t = 1; : : : ; T :






Train weak learner using distribution Dt (as de ned by Eq. (4.7)).
Get weak hypothesis ht : X ! R .
Choose t 2 R .
Update:
8
vt (x) exp ( t ht (x))
>
>
if x 2 X1
<
1
Z
t
vt+1 (x) = > v (x) exp ( h (x))
t
t t
>
:
if x 2 X0
Z0
t

where Zt1 and Zt0 normalize vt over X1 and X0 :

Zt1 =

X

x2X1
X

Zt0 =
Output the nal hypothesis: H (x) =

T

X

t=1

x2X0

vt (x) exp(

t ht (x))

vt (x) exp( t ht (x))

t ht (x):

Figure 4-2: A more eÆ ient version of RankBoost for bipartite feedba k.
by indu tion on t. It learly holds initially. Using our indu tive hypothesis, it is straightforward to expand the omputation of Zt = Zt0  Zt1 in Figure 4-2 to see that it is equivalent
to the omputation of Zt in Figure 4-1. To show that Eq. (4.7) holds on round t + 1, we
have, for ru ial pair x0 ; x1:
D (x ; x ) exp ( t (ht (x0 ) ht (x1 )))
D (x ; x ) = t 0 1
t+1

0

1

Zt
vt (x0 ) exp ( t ht (x0 )) vt (x1 ) exp ( t ht (x1 ))

=
Zt0
Zt1
= vt+1(x0 )  vt+1 (x1 ):

Finally, note that all spa e requirements and all per-round omputations are O(jX0j + jX1j),
with the possible ex eption of the all to the weak learner. However, if we want the weak
learner to maximize jrj as in Eq. (4.5), then we also only need to pass jXj weights to the
weak learner, all of whi h an be omputed in time linear in jXj. Omitting t subs ripts,
and de ning
X1
s(x) = +11 ifif xx 2
2X ;


0
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we an rewrite r as
r =

=

X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 )(h(x1 ) h(x0 ))

X

X

x0 2X0 x1 2X1

v (x0 )v (x1 ) (h(x1 )s(x1 ) + h(x0 )s(x0 ))

0

=
=
where

X

x0 2X0

X

x

v (x0 )



1
X

x1 2X1

0

v (x1 )A s(x0 ) h(x0 ) +

d(x)s(x)h(x)

d(x) = v (x)

X

x1 2X1

X

x0 :s(x)6=s(x0 )



1

v (x1 )

X

x0 2X0

v (x0 )A s(x1 ) h(x1 )

(4.8)

v (x0 ) :

All of the weights d(x) an be omputed in linear time by rst omputing the sums that
appear in this equation for the two possible ases that x is in X0 or X1. Thus, we only need
to pass jX0j + jX1j weights to the weak learner in this ase rather than the full distribution
Dt of size jX0 j jX1 j.

4.3 Weak hypotheses for ranking
As des ribed in Se tion 4.2, our algorithm RankBoost requires a ess to a weak learner to
produ e weak hypotheses. In this se tion, we des ribe an eÆ ient implementation of a weak
learner for ranking.
Perhaps the simplest and most obvious weak learner would nd a weak hypothesis h that
is equal to one of the ranking features fi , ex ept on unranked instan es. For example, re all
that a ranking features for the movie task is a movie viewer. That is,
h(x) =

(

fi (x) if fi (x) 2 R
qdef if fi (x) = ?

for some qdef 2 R .
Although perhaps appropriate in some settings, the main problem with su h a weak
learner is that it depends riti ally on the a tual values de ned by the ranking features,
rather than relying ex lusively on the relative-ordering information whi h they provide. We
believe that learning algorithms of the latter form will be mu h more general and appli able.
Su h methods an be used even when features provide only an ordering of instan es and no
s ores or other information are available. Su h methods also side-step the issue of ombining
ranking features whose asso iated s ores have di erent semanti s (su h as the di erent s ores
assigned to URL's by di erent sear h engines).
For these reasons, we fo us in this se tion and in our experiments on f0; 1g-valued weak
hypotheses that use the ordering information provided by the ranking features, but ignore
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spe i s oring information. In parti ular, we will use weak hypotheses h of the form
1 if fi(x) > 
h(x) = > 0 if fi (x)  
:
qdef if fi (x) = ?
8
>
<

(4.9)

where  2 R and qdef 2 f0; 1g. That is, a weak hypothesis is derived from a ranking feature fi
by omparing the s ore of fi on a given instan e to a threshold . To instan es left unranked
by fi, the weak hypothesis assigns the default s ore qdef. For the remainder of this se tion,
we show how to hoose the \best" feature, threshold and default s ore.
Sin e our weak hypotheses are f0; 1g-valued, we an use either the se ond or third methods des ribed in Se tion 4.2.2 to guide us in our sear h for a weak hypothesis. We hose the
third method be ause we an implement it more eÆ iently than the se ond. A ording to the
se ond method, the weak learner should seek a weak hypothesis that minimizes Eq. (4.3).
For a given andidate weak hypothesis, we an dire tly ompute the quantities W0 ; W ; and
W+ , as de ned in Se tion 4.2.2, in O(jj) time. Moreover, for ea h of the n ranking features,
there are at most jXj + 1 thresholds to onsider (as de ned by the range of fi on X) and
two possible default s ores (0 and 1). Thus a straightforward implementation of the se ond
method requires O(njjjXj) time to generate a weak hypothesis.
The third method of Se tion 4.2.2 requires maximizing jrj as given by Eq. (4.5) and has
the disadvantage that it is based on an approximation of Z . However, although a straightforward implementation also requires O(njjjXj) time, we will show how to implement
it in O(njXj + jj) time. (In the ase of bipartite feedba k, if the boosting algorithm of
Se tion 4.2.3 is used, only O(njXj) time is needed.) This is a signi ant improvement from
the point of view of our experiments in whi h jj was large.
We now des ribe a time and spa e eÆ ient algorithm for maximizing jrj. Let us x t and
drop it from all subs ripts to simplify the notation. We begin by rewriting r for a given D
and h as follows:
r =

=
=

X

x0 ;x1
X

x0 ;x1
X

x

=

X

=

X

x

x

D(x0 ; x1 ) (h(x1 ) h(x0 ))
D(x0 ; x1 )h(x1 )

h(x)

X

h(x)

X

x0

x0

D(x0 ; x)

X

x0 ;x1
X

x

D(x0 ; x1 )h(x0 )

h(x)

X

x0

D(x; x0 )

(D(x0 ; x) D(x; x0))

h(x)  (x) ;

(4.10)

where we de ne (x) = x0 (D(x0; x) D(x; x0)) as the potential of x. Note that (x)
depends only on the urrent distribution D. Hen e, the weak learner an pre ompute all the
potentials at the beginning of ea h boosting round in O(jj) time and O(jXj) spa e. When
the feedba k is bipartite, omparing Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10), we see that (x) = d(x)s(x) where
d and s are de ned in Se tion 4.2.3; thus, in this ase,  an be omputed even faster in only
P
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O(jX j) time.

Now let us address the problem of nding a good threshold value  and default value qdef .
We need to s an the andidate ranking features fi and evaluate jrj (de ned by Eq. (4.10)) for
ea h possible hoi e of fi ,  and qdef. Substituting into Eq.(4.10) the h de ned by Eq. (4.9),
we have that
r =

=

X

x:fi (x)>
X

x:fi (x)>

h(x)  (x) +
 (x) + qdef

X

x:fi (x)
X

x:fi (x)=?

h(x)  (x) +

 (x):

X

x:fi (x)=?

h(x)  (x)

(4.11)
(4.12)

For a xed ranking feature fi , let Xfi = fx 2 X j fi(x) 6= ?g be the set of feedba k instan es
ranked by fi. We only need to onsider jXfi j + 1 threshold values, namely, ffi(x) j x 2
Xfi g [ f 1g sin e these de ne all possible behaviors on the feedba k instan es. Moreover,
we an straightforwardly ompute the rst term of Eq. (4.12) for all thresholds in this set in
time O(jXfi j) simply by s anning down a presorted list of threshold values and maintaining
the partial sum in the obvious way.
For ea h threshold, we also need to evaluate jrj for the two possible assignments of qdef
(0 or 1). To do this, we simply need to evaluate x:fi(x)=? (x) on e. Naively, this takes
O(jX Xfi j) time, i.e., linear in the number of unranked instan es. We would prefer all
operations to depend instead on the number of ranked instan es sin e, in appli ations su h
as meta-sear hing and information retrieval, ea h ranking feature may rank only a small
fra tion of the instan es. To do this, note that x (x) = 0 by de nition of (x). This
implies that
 (x) =
 (x):
(4.13)
P

P

X

X

x:fi (x)=?

x:fi (x)6=?

The right hand side of this equation an learly be omputed in O(jXfi j) time. Combining
Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13), we have
r=

X

x:fi (x)>

 (x) qdef

X

x2Xfi

 (x):

(4.14)

The pseudo ode for the weak learner is given in Figure 4-3. Note that the input to the
algorithm in ludes for ea h feature a sorted list of andidate thresholds fj gJj=1 for that
feature. For onvenien e we assume that 1 = 1 and J = 1. Also, the value jrj is
al ulated a ording to Eq. (4.14): the variable L stores the left summand and the variable
R stores the right summand. Finally, if the default rank qdef is spe i ed by the user, then
step 6 is skipped.
Thus, for a given ranking feature, the total time required to evaluate jrj for all andidate
weak hypotheses is only linear in the number of instan es that are ranked by that feature.
In summary, we have shown:
Theorem 2 The algorithm of Figure 4-3 nds the weak hypothesis of the form given in
Eq. (4.9) that maximizes jrj as in Eq. (4.10). The running time is O(njjjX j) per round
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Algorithm WeakLearn
Given:
distribution D over X  X .
set of features ffi gN
i=1 .
for ea h fi , the set Xfi = fxk gK
k=1 su h that fi (x1 )  : : :  fi (xK ).
for ea h fi , the set of andidate
thresholds fj gJj=1 su h that 1  : : :  J .
X
Initialize: for all x 2 X , (x) =
D(x0 ; x) D(x; x0 ) .

r = 0.
For i = 1; : : : ; N :

x0 2X

1. L = 0.X
2. R =
(x) .

/* L

x2Xfi

3. 0 = 1.
4. For j = 1; : : : ; J : X
5.
L=L+
(x) .
x: j 1 fi (x)>j
6.
if jLj > jL Rj
7.
then q = 0.
8.
else q = 1.
9.
if jL q Rj > jrj
10.
r  = L q R.
11.
i = i.
12.
  = j .
 = q.
13.
qdef

qdef R is rhs of Eq. (4.14) */

/* ompute L =

X

(x) */

x:fi (x)>
/* nd best value for qdef

*/

/* nd best weak hypothesis */

Output weak hypothesis (fi ; ; qdef).

Figure 4-3: The weak learner.
of boosting. An eÆ ient implementation runs in time

O jj +

n

X

i=1

!

jXf j = O(jj + njXj) :
i

If the feedba k is bipartite, the running time an be improved to O(njX j).

Positive umulative weights. Sin e the nal hypothesis has the form H (x) = Tt=1 t ht (x)
and the hypotheses output by WeakLearn are binary, if ht (x) = 1 then ht ontributes its
weight t to the nal s ore of x. During the boosting pro ess, WeakLearn may output distin t hypotheses that orrespond to di erent thresholds of the same feature f . If we view
these hypotheses in in reasing order by threshold, we see that f 's ontribution to the nal
s ore of x is the sum of the weights of the hypotheses whose thresholds are less than f (x).
To simplify matters, if we assume that ht o urs exa tly on e among h1; : : : ; hT , then if the
weights t are always positive, then f 's ontribution in reases monotoni ally with the s ore
P

it assigns instan es.
This behavior of a feature's ontribution being positively orrelated with the s ore it
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assigns is desirable in some appli ations. In the meta-sear h task, it is natural that the
sear h strategy f should ontribute more weight to the nal s ore of those instan es that
appear higher on its ranked list. Put another way, it would seem strange if, for example, f
ontributed more weight to instan es in the middle of its list and less to those at either end,
as would be the ase if some of the t's were negative. Also, from the perspe tive of generalization error, if we allow some t 's to be negative then we an onstru t arbitrary fun tions
of the instan e spa e by thresholding a single feature, and this is probably more omplexity
than we would like to allow in the ombined hypothesis (in order to avoid over tting).
To address this situation, we implemented an additional version of WeakLearn that
hooses its hypotheses to exhibit this monotoni behavior. In pra ti e, our earlier assumption that all ht 's are unique may not hold. If it doesn't, then the ontribution of a parti ular
hypothesis h will be its umulative weight, the sum of those t 's for whi h ht = h. Thus
we need to ensure that this umulative weight is positive. Our implementation outputs the
hypothesis that maximizes jrj subje t to the onstraint that the umulative weight of that
hypothesis remains positive. We refer to this modi ed weak learner as WeakLearn. um.

4.4 Generalization Error

In this se tion we derive a bound on the generalization error of the ombined hypothesis
when the weak hypotheses are binary fun tions and the feedba k is bipartite. That is, we
assume that the feedba k partitions the instan e spa e into two sets, X and Y , su h that
(x; y) > 0 for all x 2 X and y 2 Y , meaning the instan es in Y are ranked above those in
X . Many problems an be viewed as providing bipartite feedba k, in luding the meta-sear h
and movie re ommendation tasks des ribed in Chapter 5, as well as many of the problems
in information retrieval [57, 58℄.

4.4.1 Probabilisti Model
Up to this point we have not dis ussed where our train and test data omes from. The
assumption of ma hine learning , as des ribed in Se tion 3.1, is that there exists a xed
and unknown distribution over the instan e spa e. The training set (and test set) is a
set of independent samples a ording to this distribution. This model learly translates to
the lassi ation setting, where the goal is predi t the lass of an instan e. The training set
onsists of an independent sample of instan es, where ea h instan e is labeled with its orre t
lass. A learning algorithm formulates a lassi ation rule after running on the training set,
and the rule is evaluated on the test set, whi h is a disjoint independent sample of unlabeled
instan es.
This probabilisti model does not translate as readily to the ranking setting, however,
where the goal is to predi t the order of a pair of instan es. A natural approa h for the
bipartite ase would be to assume a xed and unknown distribution D over (X [ Y )  (X [ Y ),
pairs from the instan e spa e.1 The obvious next step would be to de lare the training set
that assuming a distribution over X  Y trivializes the ranking problem: the rule whi h always
ranks the se ond instan e over the rst is perfe t.
1 Note
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to be a olle tion of instan es sampled independently at random a ording to D. The
generalization results for lassi ation would then trivially extend to ranking. The problem
is that the pairs in the training set are not independent: if (x1 ; y1) and (x2; y2) are in the
training set, then so are (x1 ; y2) and (x2 ; y1).
Here we present a revised approa h that permits sampling independen e assumptions.
Rather than a single distribution D, we assume the existen e of two distributions, D0 over
X and D1 over Y . The training instan es are the union of an independent sample a ording
to D0 and an independent sample a ording to D1. (This is similar to the \two button"
learning model in lassi ation.) The training set, then, onsists of all pairs of training
instan es.
Consider the movie re ommendation task as an example of this model. The model
suggests that movies viewed by a person an be partitioned into an independent sample of
good movies and an independent sample of bad movies. This assumption is not entirely true
sin e people usually hoose whi h movies to view based on movies they've seen. However,
su h independen e assumptions are ommon in ma hine learning (take for instan e, the
Naive-Bayes lassi er [23℄).

4.4.2 Sampling Error De nitions
Given this probabilisti model of the ranking problem, we an now de ne generalization
error. The nal hypothesis output by RankBoost has the form
H (x) =

T

X

t=1

t ht (x)

and orders instan es a ording to the s ores it assigns them. We are on erned here with
the predi tions of su h hypotheses on pairs of instan es, so we onsider hypotheses of the
form H : (X [ Y )  (X [ Y ) ! f 1; 0; +1g, where
H (x; y ) = sign

T

X

t=1

t ht (y )

T

X

t=1

t ht (x)

!

where the ht ome from some lass of binary fun tions H. Let C be the set of all su h
fun tions H .
H misorders (x; y ) 2 X  Y if H (x; y ) 6= 1, whi h leads us to de ne the generalization
error of H as
"g (H ) = PrxD0 ;yD1 [[[H (x; y ) 6= 1℄℄℄
= ED0;D1 [[[H (x; y) 6= 1℄℄℄ :

We rst verify that this de nition is onsistent with our notion of test error. For a given
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test sample T0  T1 where T0 = hx1 ; : : : ; xpi and T1 = hy1; : : : ; yq i, the test error of H is
2

1

ET0 ;T1 pq
4

3

X

i;j

[ H (xi; yj ) 6= 1℄℄ = pq1
= 1
5

pq

= pq1

X

i;j
X

i;j
X

i;j

ET0 ;T1 [[[H (xi ; yj ) 6= 1℄℄℄
Prxi;yj [[[H (xi; yj ) 6= 1℄℄℄
"g (H ) = "g (H ) :

Similarly, if we have a training sample S0  S1 where S0 = hx1; : : : ; xm i and S1 =
hy1; : : : ; yni, the training (or empiri al) error of H is
1
[ H (x ; y ) 6= 1℄℄ :
"^(H ) =
X

mn

i;j

i

j

Our goal is to show that, with high probability, the di eren e between "^(H ) and "g (H ) is
small, meaning that the performan e of the ombined hypothesis H on the training sample
is representative of its performan e any random sample.

4.4.3 VC analysis
We now bound the di eren e between the training error and test error of the ombined
hypothesis output by RankBoost using standard VC-dimension analysis te hniques [17, 71℄.
We will show that, with high probability taken over the hoi e of training set, this di eren e
is small for every H 2 C . If this happens then, no matter whi h ombined hypothesis
is hosen by our algorithm, the training error of the ombined hypothesis will a urately
estimate its generalization error. Another way of saying this is that the probability (over the
hoi e of training set) is very small that there exists an H 2 C su h that "^(H ) and "g (H )
di er by more than a small amount. In other words, we will show that for every Æ > 0, there
exists a small  su h that
2

1

PrS0 D0m;S1D1n 9H 2 C : mn
4

3
X

i;j

[ H (xi; yj ) 6= 1℄℄ Ex;y [[[H (x; y) 6= 1℄℄℄ >   Æ (4.15)
5

where the hoi e of  will be determined during the ourse of the proof.
Our approa h will be to separate (4.15) into two probabilities, one over the hoi e of S0
and the other over the hoi e of S1, and then to bound ea h of these using lassi ation
generalization error theorems.
In order to use these theorems we will need to onvert H into a binary fun tion. De ne
F : X  Y ! f0; 1g as a fun tion whi h indi ates whether or not H misorders the pair (x; y ),
meaning F (x; y) = [ H (x; y) 6= 1℄℄. Although H is a fun tion on (X [ Y )  (X [ Y ), we only
are about its performan e on pairs (x; y) 2 X  Y , whi h is to say that it in urs no penalty
for its ordering of two instan es from either X or Y . The quantity inside the absolute value
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of (4.15) an then be rewritten as
1
F (xi ; yj ) Ex;y [F (x; y )℄
mn
X

i;j

1
= mn
= 1

X

i;j

0

X

m

F (xi ; yj )



i

Ey m1
"

1

X

n

j

X

i

1

X

m

i

Ey [F (xi ; y)℄ + m1
1

X

i

Ey [F (xi; y)℄ Ex;y [F (x; y)℄

F (xi ; yj ) Ey [F (xi ; y )℄A +

(4.16)

#

F (xi ; y ) Ex [F (x; y )℄ :

(4.17)

So if we prove that there exist 0 and 1 su h that 0 + 1 =  and
2

PrS1D1n 9F 2 F ; 9xi 2 X : n1
4

PrS0 D0m

"

9F 2 F ; 9y 2 Y : m1

3
X

j
X

i

F (xi ; yj ) Ey [F (xi ; y )℄ > 1 5  Æ=2
F (xi ; y ) Ex [F (x; y )℄ > 0

#

 Æ=2 ;

(4.18)
(4.19)

we will have shown (4.15), be ause with high probability, the summand of (4.17) will be less
than 1 for every xi, whi h implies that the sum will be less than 1 . Likewise, the quantity
inside the expe tation of (4.17) will be less than 0 for every y and so the expe tation will
be less than 0 .
We now prove (4.19) using standard lassi ation results, and (4.18) follows by a symmetri argument. Consider (4.19) for a xed y, whi h means that F (x; y) is a single argument
binary-valued fun tion. Let Fy be the set of all su h fun tions F for a xed y. Then the
hoi e of F in (4.19) omes from y Fy . A theorem of Vapnik [71℄ applies to (4.19) and gives
a hoi e of 0 that depends on the size m of the training set S0 , the error probability Æ, and
the omplexity d0 of y Fy , measured as its VC-dimension (for details, see Vapnik [71℄ or
Devroye, Gyor , and Lugosi [17℄). Spe i ally, for any Æ > 0,
S

S

PrS0 D0m
where

9F 2 Fy : m1

"

[

X

i

F (xi ; y ) Ex [F (x; y )℄

#

> 0 (m; Æ; d0 ) < Æ ;

s

d0 (ln(2m=d0 ) + 1) + ln(9=Æ )
:
m
The parameters m and Æ are given; it remains to al ulate d0, the VC-dimension of Sy Fy .
0 (m; Æ; d0 ) = 2

(We note that although we are using a lassi ation result to bound (4.19), the probability
orrespond to a pe uliar lassi ation problem (trying to di erentiate X from Y by pi king
an F and one y 2 Y ) that does seem to have a natural interpretation.)
Let's determine the form of the fun tions in y Fy . For a xed y 2 Y ,
S

F (x; y ) = [ H (x; y ) 6= 1℄℄
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where b = Tt=1 tht (y) is onstant be ause y is xed. So the fun tions in y Fy onsist of all
possible thresholds of all linear ombinations of T weak hypotheses. Freund and S hapire's
Theorem 8 [31℄ bounds the VC-dimension of this lass in terms of T and the VC-dimension
of the weak hypothesis lass H. Applying their result, we have that if H has VC-dimension
d  2, then d0 is at most 2(d + 1)(T + 1) log2 (e(T + 1)), where e is the base of the natural
logarithm.
As the nal step, repeating the same reasoning for (4.18) keeping x xed, and putting
it all together, we have that with probability 1 Æ over the hoi e of training sample, all
H 2 C satisfy
P

S

s

s

0
0
0
0
j"^(H ) "g (H )j < 2 d (ln(2m=d ) +m1) + ln(18=Æ) + 2 d (ln(2n=d ) +n1) + ln(18=Æ) ;

where d0 = 2(d + 1)(T + 1) log2 (e(T + 1)) and d is the VC-dimension of the lass of weak
hypotheses.
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Chapter 5
Experimental evaluation of
RankBoost
In this hapter, we report experiments with RankBoost on two ranking problems. The rst
is a simpli ed web meta-sear h task, the goal of whi h is to build a sear h strategy for
nding homepages of ma hine-learning resear hers and universities. The se ond task is a
ollaborative- ltering problem of making movie re ommendations for a new user based on
the preferen es of other users.
In ea h experiment, we divided the available data into training data and test data, ran
ea h algorithm on the training data, and evaluated the output hypothesis on the test data.
Details are given below.

5.1 Meta-sear h
We rst present experiments on learning to ombine the results of several web sear hes. This
problem exhibits many fa ets that require a general approa h su h as ours. For instan e,
approa hes that ombine similarity s ores are not appli able sin e the similarity s ores of
web sear h engines often have di erent semanti s or are unavailable.

5.1.1 Des ription of task and data set
In order to test RankBoost on this task, we used the data of Cohen, S hapire and Singer [15℄.
Their goal was to simulate the problem of building a domain-spe i sear h engine. As test
ases, they pi ked two fairly narrow lasses of queries|retrieving the homepages of ma hinelearning resear hers (ML), and retrieving the homepages of universities (UNIV). They hose
these test ases partly be ause the feedba k was readily available from the web. They
obtained a list of ma hine-learning resear hers, identi ed by name and aÆliated institution,
together with their homepages,1 and a similar list for universities, identi ed by name and
(sometimes) geographi al lo ation from Yahoo! We refer to ea h entry on these lists (i.e., a
1 From

`http://www.ai .nrl.navy.mil/aha/resear h/ma hine-learning.html'.
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name-aÆliation pair or a name-lo ation pair) as a base query. The goal is to learn a metasear h strategy that, given a base query, will generate a ranking of URL's that in ludes the
orre t homepage at or lose to the top.
Cohen, S hapire and Singer also onstru ted a series of spe ial-purpose sear h templates
for ea h domain. Ea h template spe i es a query expansion method for onverting a base
query into a likely seeming AltaVista query whi h we all the expanded query. For example, one of the templates has the form +"NAME" +ma hine +learning whi h means that
AltaVista should sear h for all the words in the person's name plus the words `ma hine' and
`learning'. When applied to the base query `Joe Resear her from Learning University' this
template expands to the expanded query +"Joe Resear her" +ma hine +learning.
A total of 16 sear h templates were used for the ML domain and 22 for the UNIV
domain.2 Ea h sear h template was used to retrieve the top thirty ranked do uments. If
none of these lists ontained the orre t homepage, then the base query was dis arded from
the experiment. In the ML domain, there were 210 base queries for whi h at least one sear h
template returned the orre t homepage; for the UNIV domain, there were 290 su h base
queries.
We mapped the meta-sear h problem into our framework as follows. Formally, the instan es now are pairs of the form (q; u) where q is a base query and u is one of the URL's
returned by one of the sear h templates for this query. Ea h ranking feature fi is onstru ted
from a orresponding sear h template i by assigning the j th URL u on its list (for base query
q ) a rank of j ; that is, fi ((q; u)) = j . If u was not ranked for this base query, then we
set fi((q; u)) = ?. We also onstru t a separate feedba k fun tion q for ea h base query q
that ranks the orre t homepage URL u above all others. That is, q ((q; u); (q; u)) = +1
and q ((q; u); (q; u)) = 1 for all u 6= u. All other entries of q are set to zero. All
the feedba k fun tions q were then ombined into one feedba k fun tion  by summing
as des ribed in Se tion 4.1:  = q q . Thus our feedba k fun tion is bipartite. As disussed in Se tion 4.2.3, even though our input feedba k is binary, our goal is to output not
a lassi ation but a ranked list that pla es the homepages at the top of the list.
Given this mapping of the ranking problem into our framework, we an immediately
apply RankBoost. This mapping implies that ea h weak hypothesis is de ned by a sear h
template i ( orresponding to ranking feature fi), and a threshold value . Given a base
query q and a URL u, this weak hypothesis outputs 1 or 0 if u is ranked above or below
the threshold  on the list of URL's returned by the expanded query asso iated with sear h
template i applied to base query q. As usual, the nal hypothesis H is a weighted sum of the
weak hypotheses. Thus, given a test base query q, we rst form all of the expanded queries
and send these to the sear h engine to obtain lists of URL's. We then evaluate H as above
on ea h pair (q; u), where u is a returned URL, to obtain a predi ted ranking of all of the
URL's.
For evaluation, we divided the data into training and test sets using four-fold rossvalidation. We reated four partitions of the data, ea h one using 75% of the base queries
for training and 25% for testing. Of ourse, the learning algorithms had no a ess to the
test data during training.
P

2 See

Cohen, S hapire and Singer [15℄ for the list of sear h templates.
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Figure 5-1: Performan e of the four weak learners WeakLearn.f2,3,2. um,3. umg on the ML
dataset. Left: Train error Right: Test error

5.1.2 Experimental parameters and evaluation
Sin e all sear h templates had a ess to the same set of do uments, if a URL was not returned
in the top 30 do uments by a sear h template, we interpreted this as ranking the URL below
all of the returned do uments. Thus we set the parameter qdef, the default value for weak
hypotheses, to be 0 (see Se tion 4.3).
Our implementation of RankBoost used a de nition of ranking loss modi ed from the
original given in Se tion 4.1, Eq. (4.1):
rlossD (H ) =

X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) [ H (x1 )  H (x0 )℄℄ :

If the output hypothesis ranked as equal a pair (x0 ; x1 ) of instan es that the feedba k ranked
as unequal, we assigned the hypothesis an error of 1=2 instead of 1. This represents the
fa t that if we used the hypothesis to produ e an ordered list of do uments, breaking ties
randomly, then its expe ted error on (x0 ; x1) is 1=2, sin e the probability that x0 is listed
above x1 is equal to the probability that x1 is listed above x0 . The modi ed de nition is
rlossD (H ) =

X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) [ H (x1 ) < H (x0 )℄℄ + 21

X

x0 ;x1

D(x0 ; x1 ) [ H (x1 ) = H (x0 )℄℄ : (5.1)

RankBoost parameters. Sin e WeakLearn outputs binary weak hypotheses, we an set

the parameter using either the se ond or third methods presented in Se tion 4.2.2. The
se ond method sets as the minimum of Z , and the third method sets to approximately
minimize Z . The third method an be implemented more easily and runs faster. We implemented both methods, alled WeakLearn.2 and WeakLearn.3, to determine if the extra
time required by the se ond method (almost ten times that of the third method on the ML
dataset) was made up for by a redu tion in test error rate. We also implemented weak
learners that restri ted their hypotheses to have positive umulative weights in order to test
whether su h hypotheses were helpful or harmful in redu ing test error (as dis ussed at the
end of Se tion 4.3). We alled these WeakLearn.2. um and WeakLearn.3. um.
To measure the a ura y of a weak learner on a given dataset, after ea h round of boosting
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Top Top Top
1 2 5
102 144 173
117 137 154
112 147 172
95 129 159

Top
10
184
167

Top
20
194
177
179 185
178 187

Top
30
202
181
187

ML Domain
RankBoost
Best (Top 1)
Best (Top 10)
Best (Top 30)
191
University Domain
RankBoost
95 141 197 215 247 263
Best single query 112 144 198 221 238 247

Avg
Rank
4.38
6.80
5.33

5.68

7.74
8.17

Table 5.1: Comparison of the ombined hypothesis and individual sear h templates.
we plotted the train and test error of the ombined hypothesis generated thus far. We ran
ea h weak learner for 1000 rounds of boosting on ea h of the four partitions of the data and
averaged the results. Figure 5-1 displays the plots of train error (left) and test error (right)
for the rst 200 rounds of boosting on the ML dataset. (The slopes of the urves did not
hange during the remaining 800 rounds.) The plots for the UNIV dataset were similar.
WeakLearn.2 a hieved the lowest train error, followed by WeakLearn.3, and nally WeakLearn.2. um and WeakLearn.3. um, whose performan e was nearly identi al. However,
WeakLearn.2. um and WeakLearn.3. um produ ed the lowest test error (again behaving
nearly identi ally) and resisted over tting, unlike their ounterparts. So we see that restri ting the weak hypotheses to have positive umulative weights hampers training performan e
but improves test performan e. Also, when we subje t the hypotheses to this restri tion,
we see no di eren e between the se ond and third methods of setting . Therefore, in our
experiments we used WeakLearn. um.3. um, the third method of setting that allows only
positive umulative hypothesis weights.
Evaluation. In order to determine a good number of boosting rounds, we rst ran Rank-

Boost on ea h partition of the data and produ ed a graph of the average training error. For
the ML data set, the training error did not de rease signi antly after 50 rounds of boosting
(see Fig. 5-1 (left)), so we used the nal hypothesis built after 50 rounds. For the UNIV
data set, the training error did not de rease signi antly after 40 rounds of boosting (graph
omitted), so we used the nal hypothesis built after 40 rounds.
To evaluate the performan e of the individual sear h templates in omparison to the
ombined hypothesis output by RankBoost, we measured the number of queries for whi h
the orre t do ument was in the top k ranked do uments, for various values of k. We then
ompared the performan e of the ombined hypothesis to that of the best sear h template
for ea h value of k. The results for the ML and UNIV domains are shown in Table 5.1.
All olumns ex ept the last give the number of base queries for whi h the orre t homepage
re eived a rank greater than or equal to k. Bold gures give the maximum value over all
of the sear h templates on the test data. Note that the best sear h template is determined
based on its performan e on the test data, while RankBoost only has a ess to training data.
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For the ML data set, the ombined hypothesis losely tra ked the performan e of the
best expert at every value of k, whi h is espe ially interesting sin e no single template was
the best for all values of k. For the UNIV data set, a single template was the best3 for all
values of k, and the ombined hypothesis performed almost as well as the best template for
k = 1; 2; : : : ; 10 and then outperformed the best template for k = 20; 30. Of ourse, having
found a single best template, there is no need to use RankBoost.
We also omputed (an approximation to) average rank, i.e., the rank of the orre t
homepage URL, averaged over all base queries in the test set. For this al ulation, we
viewed ea h sear h template as assigning a rank of 1 through 30 to its returned URL's, rank
1 being the best. Sin e the orre t URL was sometimes not ranked by a sear h template,
we arti ially assigned a rank of 31 to every unranked do ument. For ea h base query,
RankBoost ranked every URL returned by every sear h template. Thus if the total number
of URL's was larger than 30, RankBoost assigned to some instan es ranks greater than 30.
To avoid an unfair omparison to the sear h templates, we limited the maximum rank of
RankBoost to 31. The last olumn of Table 5.1 gives average rank.

5.2 Movie re ommendations

Our se ond set of experiments dealt with the movie-re ommendation task des ribed in the
introdu tion, the goal of whi h is to produ e for a given user a list of unseen movies ordered by
predi ted preferen e. Unlike the meta-sear h task where the output ordering was evaluated
a ording to relative rank of a single do ument (the orre t homepage), in the movie task
the output ordering is ompared to the orre t ordering given by the user. Thus, the movie
task tests RankBoost on a more general ranking problem. However, performan e measures
for omparing two ranked lists are not as lear ut; we de ned four su h measures for this
purpose. To evaluate the performan e of RankBoost, we ompared it to a nearest-neighbor
algorithm and a regression algorithm.

5.2.1 Des ription of task and data set

For these experiments we used publi ly available data4 provided by the Digital Equipment
Corporation whi h ran its own Ea hMovie re ommendation servi e for the eighteen months
between Mar h 1996 and September 1997 and olle ted user preferen e data. Movie viewers
were able to assign a movie a s ore from the set R = f0:0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1:0g, 1.0 being
the best. We used the data of 61,625 viewers entering a total of 2,811,983 numeri ratings
for 1,628 di erent movies ( lms and videos).
Most of the mapping of this problem into our framework was des ribed in Se tion 4.1.
For our experiments, we sele ted a subset C of the viewers to serve as ranking features: ea h
viewer in C de ned an ordering of the set of movies that he or she viewed. The feedba k
fun tion  was then de ned as in Se tion 4.1 using the movie ratings of a single target
user. We used half of the movies viewed by the target user for the feedba k fun tion in
3 The

best sear h template for the UNIV domain was "NAME" PLACE.
`http://www.resear h.digital. om/SRC/ea hmovie/'.

4 From
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training and used the other half of the viewed movies for testing as des ribed below. We
then averaged all results over multiple runs with many di erent target users (details are
given in Se tion 5.2.5).

5.2.2 Experimental parameters
In the meta-sear h task we assumed that all sear h engines had a ess to all do uments
and thus the absen e of a do ument on a sear h engine's list indi ated low preferen e. This
assumption does not hold in the movie task as it is not lear what a viewer's preferen e will
be on an unseen movie. Thus we did not set the parameter qdef, allowing the weak learner to
hoose it adaptively. As in the meta-sear h task, we used the modi ed de nition of ranking
loss given in Eq. (5.1). We also used WeakLearn.3. um be ause preliminary experiments
revealed that this weak learner a hieved a lower test error rate than WeakLearn.3 and also
resisted over tting. In these experiments, we ran RankBoost for 100 rounds.

5.2.3 Algorithms for omparison
We ompared the performan e of RankBoost on this data set to two other algorithms, a
regression algorithm and a nearest-neighbor algorithm.
Regression. We used a regression algorithm similar to the ones used by Hill et al. [39℄.
The algorithm employs the assumption that the s ores assigned a movie by a target user Ali e
an be des ribed as a linear ombination of the s ores assigned to that movie by other movie
viewers. Formally, let a be a row ve tor whose omponents are the s ores Ali e assigned
to movies (dis arding unranked movies). Let C be a matrix ontaining the s ores of the
other viewers for the subset of movies that Ali e has ranked. Sin e some of the viewers have
not ranked movies that were ranked by Ali e, we need to de ide on a default rank for these
movies. For ea h viewer represented by a row in C, we set the s ore of the viewer's unranked
movies to be the viewer's average s ore over all movies. We next use linear regression to
nd a ve tor w of minimum length that minimizes jjw C ajj. This an be done using
standard numeri al te hniques (we used the pa kage available in Matlab). Given w we an
now predi t Ali e's ratings of all the movies.
Nearest neighbor. Given a target user Ali e with ertain movie preferen es, the
nearest-neighbor algorithm (NN) nds a movie viewer Bob whose preferen es are most similar to Ali e's and then uses Bob's preferen es to make re ommendations for Ali e. More
spe i ally, we nd the ranking feature fi ( orresponding to one of the other movie viewers)
that gives an ordering most similar to that of the target user as en oded by the feedba k
fun tion . The measure of similarity we use is the ranking loss of fi with respe t to the
same initial distribution D that was onstru ted by RankBoost. Thus, in some sense, NN
an be viewed as a single weak hypothesis output after one round of RankBoost (although
no threshold of fi is performed).
As with regression, a problem with NN is that the neighbor it sele ts may not rank all the
movies ranked by the target user. To x this, we modi ed the algorithm to asso iate with
ea h feature fi a default s ore qdef 2 R whi h fi assigns to unranked movies. When sear hing
for the best feature, NN hooses qdef by al ulating and then minimizing the ranking loss (on
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the training set) for ea h possible value of qdef . If it is the ase that this viewer ranks all of
the (training) movies seen by the target user, then NN sets qdef to the average s ore over all
movies that it ranked (in luding those not ranked by the target user).

5.2.4 Performan e measures
In order to evaluate and ompare performan e, we used four error measures, disagreement,
predi ted-rank-of-top, overage, and average pre ision. Disagreement ompares the entire
predi ted order to the entire orre t order, whereas the other three measures are on erned
only with the predi ted rank of those instan es that should have re eived the top rank.
We assume that ea h of the algorithms des ribed in the previous se tion produ es a
real-valued fun tion H that orders movies in the usual way: x1 ranked higher than x0 if
H (x1 ) > H (x0 ). The orre t ordering of test movies, , is also represented as a real-valued
fun tion.
For ea h of the following measures, we rst give the de nition when H is a total order,
meaning it assigns a unique s ore to ea h movie. When H is a partial order, as is the ase
for some of the algorithms, we assume that ties are broken randomly when produ ing a list
of movies ordered by H . In this situation we al ulate the expe tation of the error measure
over the random hoi es to break the ties.
Disagreement. Disagreement is the fra tion of distin t pairs of movies (in the test set)
that H misorders with respe t to . If N is the number of distin t pairs of movies ordered
by , then the disagreement d is

disagreement = N1

X

x0 ;x1 : (x0 )< (x1 )

[ H (x0) > H (x1 )℄℄ :

This is equivalent to the ranking loss of H (Eq. (4.1)) where is used to onstru t the
feedba k fun tion. If H is a partial order, then its expe ted disagreement with respe t to
is
[ H (x ) > H (x )℄℄ + 1 [ H (x ) = H (x )℄℄ :
E [disagreement℄ = 1
X

N



0

x0 ;x1 : (x0 )< (x1 )

1

2

0

1



This is equivalent to Eq. (5.1) where is used to onstru t the feedba k fun tion.
Pre ision/re all measures Disagreement is one way of omparing two orderings, and

it is the fun tion that both RankBoost and NN attempt to minimize. We should onsider
evaluating the rankings of these algorithms using other measures as well, for a number of
reasons. One reason is to test whether RankBoost's minimization of ranking loss produ es
rankings that have high quality with respe t to other measures. This an be evaluated also
by looking at the omparative performan e on another measure of RankBoost and regression,
sin e the latter doesn't dire tly minimize disagreement. Another reason is motivated by the
appli ation: people looking for movie re ommendations will likely be more interested in the
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top of the predi ted ranking than the bottom. That is, they will want to know what movies
to go and see, not what movies to avoid at all osts.
For these reasons we onsidered three other error measures, whi h view the movie re ommendation task as having bipartite feedba k. A ording to these measures, the goal of the
movie task is nd movies that Ali e will love. Thus any set of movies that she has seen is
partitioned in two: those whi h she assigned her highest s ore and those whi h she assigned
a lesser s ore. This is an example of a ranked-retrieval task in the eld of information retrieval, where only the movies that Ali e assigns her highest s ore are onsidered relevant.
As dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.3, the goal here is not to lassify but to rank.
We refer to the movies to whi h Ali e assigns her highest s ore as good movies. We based
our error measures on the pre ision measures used for that task. The pre ision of the kth
good movie appearing in a ranked list is de ned as k divided by the number of movies on
the list up to and in luding this movie. For example, if all the good movies appear one after
another at the top of a list, then the pre ision of every good movie is 1.
More formally, de ne rank(m), the rank of movie m appearing in the list ordered by
H , as the position of m in the list, e.g. rst=1, se ond=2, et . Suppose there are K good
movies (a ording to Ali e), and denote their sequen e on H 's list as ftk gKk=1. In other words,
H (t1 )      H (tK ). Then the pre ision of the rst good movie is 1=rank(t1 ), and, more
generally, the pre ision of the kth good movie is k=rank(tk ). Again, if all K good movies
appear one after another at the top of H 's list, meaning rank(tk ) = k for every k, then the
pre ision of every good movie is 1.
Average Pre ision (AP). Average pre ision, ommonly used in the information retrieval ommunity, measures how good H is at putting good movies high on its list. It is
de ned as
K
k
1
:
AP = K rank(
t)
X

k=1

k

If H is a partial order, then tk is a random variable, and therefore so is rank(tk ), and we
al ulate expe ted average pre ision. Let N be the total number of movies ranked by H .
Then,
K N K +k
E [AP℄ = K1 k
Pr [rank(tk ) = i℄ 1i :
X

X

k=1

i=k

The formula for Pr [rank(tk ) = i℄ is a ratio with binomial oeÆ ients in the numerator and
denominator, and we defer its statement and derivation to Appendix 5.2.7.
Predi ted-rank-of-top (PROT). PROT is the pre ision of the rst good movie on
H 's list and measures how good H is at ranking one good movie high on its list. It is
1 :
PROT = rank(
t1 )
If H is a partial order, its expe ted PROT is
E [PROT℄ =

NX
K +1
i=1

Pr [rank(t1 ) = i℄ 1i :
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Coverage. Coverage is the pre ision of the last good movie on H 's list (also known as
pre ision at re all 1), and it measures how good H is at ranking its lowest good movie. It is
overage = rank(1 t ) :
K
If H is a partial order, its expe ted overage is

E [ overage℄ =

N

X

i=K

Pr [rank(tK ) = i℄ Ki :

5.2.5 Experimental results
We now des ribe our experimental results. We ran a series of three tests, examining the
performan e of the algorithms as we varied the number of features, the density of the features,
meaning the number of movies ranked by ea h movie viewer, and the density of the feedba k,
meaning the number of movies ranked by ea h target user.
We rst experimented with the number of features used for ranking. We sele ted two
disjoint random sets T and T 0 of 2000 viewers ea h. Subsets of the viewers in T were used
as feature sets, and ea h of the users in T 0 was used as feedba k. Spe i ally, we further
broke T down into six subsets of sizes 100, 200, 500, 750, 1000, and 2000. Ea h subset served
as a feature set for training on half of a target user's movies and testing on the other half,
for ea h user in T 0. For ea h algorithm, we al ulated the four measures des ribed above,
averaged over the 2000 target users. We ran the algorithms on ve disjoint random splits
of the data into feature and feedba k sets, and we averaged the results, whi h are shown in
Figure 5-2.
RankBoost was the lear winner for all four performan e measures, a hieving the lowest
disagreement and the highest AP, PROT, and overage. Also, the slopes of the urves
indi ated that RankBoost was best able to improve its performan e as the number of features
in reased.
NN did well on disagreement, AP, and overage, but on PROT it performed worse than
random guessing. This suggests that, although NN pla es good movies relatively high in
its list (be ause of its good AP), it does not pla e a single good movie near the top of its
list (be ause of its poor PROT). An investigation of the data revealed that almost always
the nearest neighbor did not view all of the movies in the test feedba k and therefore NN
assigned some movies a default s ore (as des ribed in Se tion 5.2.3). Sometimes the default
s ore was high and pla ed the unseen movies at the top of NN's list, whi h an drive down
the PROT if most of the unseen movies are not good movies (a ording to the feedba k).
RankBoost and NN dire tly tried to minimize disagreement whereas regression did not,
and its disagreement was little better than that of random guessing. Regression did perform
better than random guessing on PROT and overage, but on average pre ision it was worse.
This suggests that most of the good movies appear low on regression's list even though the
rst good movie appears near the top. Also, judging by the slopes of its performan e urves,
regression did not make mu h use of the additional information provided by a larger number
of features. We dis uss possible reasons for this poor performan e at the end of this se tion.
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Figure 5-2: Performan e of algorithms with respe t to feature sets of sizes 100, 200, 500,
750, 1000, 2000. For PROT and ESAP, the dashed line shows the (expe ted) performan e
of a random permutation of the movies. For disagreement, the expe ted performan e of a
random ordering was 0.5. For overage, the expe ted performan e was 0.32.
For disagreement, the expe ted performan e of a random ordering was 0.5.
In our next experiment we explored the e e t of the density of the features, the number
number of movies ranked by ea h viewer. We partitioned the set of features into bins
a ording to their density. The bins were 10-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-100, 101-1455, where 1455
was the maximum number of movies ranked by a single viewer in the data set. We sele ted
a random set of 1000 features (viewers) from ea h bin to be evaluated on a disjoint random
set of 1000 feedba k target users (of varying densities). We ran the algorithms on six su h
random splits, al ulated the averages of the four error measures on ea h split, and then
averaged them together. The results are shown in Figure 5-3. The x- oordinate of ea h
point is the average density of the features in a single bin; for example, 80 is the average
density of features whose density is in the range 61-100.
The relative performan e of the algorithms was the same as in Figure 5-2. RankBoost
was the winner again, and it was best able to improve its performan e when presented with
the additional information provided by the denser features. As feature density in reased,
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Figure 5-3: Performan e of the algorithms on di erent feature densities. For PROT and
ESAP, the dashed line shows the (expe ted) performan e of a random permutation of the
movies. For disagreement, the expe ted performan e of a random ordering was 0.5. For
overage, the expe ted performan e was 0.32.
NN's performan e on AP, disagreement, and overage improved more signi antly than when
simply the number of features in reased (Figure 5-2). However, NN ontinued to perform
worse than random guessing on PROT, and its performan e degraded as feature density
in reased. As for regression, it ontinued to perform similarly to or worse than random
guessing, and its performan e was largely una e ted as feature density in reased.
The previous two experiments varied the amount of information provided by the features;
in the next experiment, we varied the amount of information provided by the feedba k. We
varied the feedba k density, the number of movies ranked by the target user. We partitioned
the users into bins a ording to density in the same way as in the previous experiment. We
ran the algorithms on 1000 target users of ea h density, using half of the movies ranked by
ea h user for training and the other half for testing. We used a xed randomly hosen set of
1000 features. We repeated this experiment on six random splits of the data and averaged
the results, whi h appear in Figure 5-4.
The most noti eable e e t of in reasing the feedba k density is that it degrades the perfor69
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Figure 5-4: Performan e of algorithms, in luding randomly ordering the movies, on di erent
feedba k densities.
man e of all three algorithms on AP and overage and the performan e of NN and regression
on PROT (RankBoost is able to improve PROT). Other than that, the omparative performan e of the algorithms to one another was the same as in the previous experiments,
with two ex eptions. First, the AP of the random ordering was higher than that of all of
the algorithms when the target user ranked 10 to 20 movies. This advantage of the random
ordering disappeared when the target user ranked more than 20 movies, whi h suggests that
the algorithms need to train on a ranking of at least 10 movies in order to beat random
guessing. The other di eren e in behavior was that regression nally performed better than
random guessing on AP.
At rst, it appears ounterintuitive that the algorithms should perform worse as the
number of movies ranked by the target user in reases. One would expe t that the algorithms
would do better with more training feedba k. Indeed this is the ase for the disagreement
measure (with the ex eption of regression, as in the previous experiments). This might
suggest a weakness of the pre ision-based measures: that they are sensitive to the number
of movies in the feedba k. On the other hand, randomly ordering the movies also degrades
as the feedba k density in reases, whi h suggests that the ranking problem is intrinsi ally
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Figure 5-5: Left: The performan e of random guessing when the fra tion of good movies is
varied (the number of movies is 60). Right: The performan e of random guessing when the
number of movies ranked is varied (the fra tion of good movies is 41 ).
more diÆ ult. This would ertainly be the ase if the fra tion of good movies in the feedba k
de reases as feedba k density in reases. We dis overed that both e e ts o ur.
We rst al ulated the fra tion of good movies in the feedba k for ea h feedba k density.
For densities of 10-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-100, and over 100, the fra tions were, respe tively,
0.33, 0.26, 0.22, 0.20, 0.18. As this fra tion de reases, the ranking problem be omes more
diÆ ult. For example, the left plot of Figure 5-5 shows the performan e of random guessing,
with respe t to the three measures, as the fra tion of good movies varies as 21 ; 13 ; 41 ; 51 (the
number of movies ranked was 60).
However, onsider the right plot of Figure 5-5, whi h shows the performan e of random
guessing when the fra tion of good movies is onstant (0.25) and the number of movies ranked
is varied. Here to the measured performan e degrades, whi h is an e e t of the measures, not
the diÆ ulty of the problem. That is, this is the e e t of taking a training set of data and
making a ( xed) number of opies of ea h (movie,s ore) pair, whi h provides no additional
information or hallenge to the algorithms des ribed in Se tion 5.2.3. This sensitivity to the
number of movies ranked is a weakness of these three pre ision-based measures, sin e ideally
we would like them to remain onstant for problems of the same diÆ ulty.

5.2.6 Dis ussion
Our experiments show that RankBoost learly performed better than regression and nearest
neighbor on the movie re ommendation task.
RankBoost's approa h of ordering based on relative omparisons performed mu h better
than regression whi h treats the movie s ores as absolute numeri al values. One reason
for regression's poor performan e may be over tting: its solution is subje t only to a mild
restri tion (shortest length, as des ribed in Se tion 5.2.3). Even so, it is not lear whether this
improvement of RankBoost over regression is due to using relative preferen es or to boosting
or both. To try to separate these e e ts, we ould test regression on relative preferen es by
normalizing the s ores of ea h movie viewer so that the distribution of s ores used by that
viewer has the same mean and varian e as the distribution of s ores of every other viewer.
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RankBoost also performed better than the nearest-neighbor algorithm presented here.
Based on these experiments we ould design a better nearest-neighbor algorithm, hoosing
default ranks in a better way and, when hoosing a nearest neighbor, perhaps taking into
a ount the number of movies ranked by the neighbor. It would also be worthwhile to
ompare RankBoost to an algorithm whi h nds k nearest neighbors to a target user and
averages their predi tions. Su h an experiment would di erentiate between a straightforward
sear h for and ombination of similar users and boosting's method of sear h and ombination.
Averaging the predi tion of the k nearest neighbors introdu es a dependen e on absolute
s ores, however, so this proposed experiment would further test our hypothesis that relative
preferen es are more informative.

5.2.7 Performan e measures for the movie task
For the movie re ommendation task, we provided various measures of the performan e of a
predi ted ordering H of movies output by a ranking algorithm (Se tion 5.2.4). We assumed
that if there were ties between movies, meaning that H is a partial order, the ties would
be broken randomly when listing one item over an other. To analyze this performan e, we
al ulated the expe tation over all ways to break ties, that is, over all total orders that are
onsistent with H . This expe tation involved the quantity Pr [rank(tk ) = i℄, the probability
that the kth good movie o urs at position i in H 's list, taken over all total orders onsistent
with H . Here we al ulate this probability.
Let R be the number of movies that de nitely appear before tk on H 's list,
R = jfm : H (m) > H (tk )gj :

Let r be the set of all good movies de nitely appearing before tk ,
r = jft 2 ft1 ; : : : ; tk 1 g : H (t) > H (tk )gj :

Let Q be the number of movies tied with tk ,
Q = jfm : H (m) = H (tk )gj :

Let q be the number of good movies tied with tk ,
q = jft 2 ft1 ; : : : ; tK g : H (t) = H (tk )gj :

Finally, let j = r k, meaning tk is the j th good movie among the set of tied good movies.
Then,


Pr [rank(tk ) = i℄ =



i R 1 Q i+R
j 1  q j
Q
q



:

(5.2)

We prove (5.2) as follows. De ne the random variable Yj to be the rank of tk within the
set of tied movies. For example, if tk is the rst movie listed then Yj = 1. Then
Pr [rank(tk ) = i℄ = Pr [R + Yj = i℄ = Pr [Yj = `℄ ;
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(5.3)

where ` = i R. So now we need to al ulate the probability that, in a group of equally
s ored movies, the j th good movie appears at position `.
This pro ess an be modeled as sampling without repla ement Q times from an urn with
Q balls, q olored green and Q q olored red. The event Yj = ` means that the j th green
ball was drawn on the `th draw. Looking at the entire sequen e of draws, this means that
j 1 green balls ame up during draws 1; : : : ; ` 1, the j th green ball was drawn on draw
`, and q j green balls ame up during draws ` + 1; : : : ; Q. There are j` 11 ways to arrange
the drawings of the rst j 1 green balls and Qq j` ways to arrange the drawings of the
remaining q j green balls. The total number of all possible sequen es of draws is Qq . Thus








 



Pr [Yj = `℄ =





` 1 Q `
j 1 q j
Q
q

:

Substituting ` = i R from (5.3) into this equation gives (5.2), the desired result.
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(5.4)
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Chapter 6
Con lusion

6.1 Summary
The problem of ombining preferen es arises in several appli ations, in luding ombining the
results of di erent sear h engines and ollaborative- ltering tasks su h as making movie re ommendations. One important property of these tasks is that the most relevant information
to be ombined represents relative preferen es rather than absolute ratings. We have given
both a formal framework and an eÆ ient algorithm for the problem of ombining preferen es,
whi h our experiments indi ate works well in pra ti e.
Comparison to Cohen, S hapire, Singer. Our model of the ranking problem is
similar to the one proposed by Cohen, S hapire, and Singer [15℄. They onsider ranking
features of the form fi : X ! S [ f?g, where S is a totally ordered set and ? 2= S is
in omparable to all elements in S and indi ates that no ranking is given. They ombine the
ranking features using a two step approa h. In the rst step, they use ea h fi to onstru t
a fun tion Rfi : X  X ! [0; 1℄ whi h indi ates fi's preferen e of one instan e over another.
Given the set fRfi g as input, a learning algorithm in their framework must output a nal
hypothesis PREF: X  X ! [0; 1℄ whi h is a weighted ombination i wiRfi ; wi 2 [0; 1℄.
In the se ond step, they are fa ed with the problem of onstru ting a total order  that has
minimum disagreement with PREF (disagreement is similar to ranking loss as de ned in
Eq. (4.1)). They prove that this problem, whi h we all MIN-DISAGREE, is NP- omplete,
and they give a 2-approximation algorithm for it.
In our framework, the ranking features are of the form fi : X ! R [ f?g. This
allows us to ombine the output of the features but does not hange the omplexity of
MIN-DISAGREE. The real di eren e between our approa h and theirs is that, rather than
attempting to minimize disagreement dire tly, we minimize a fun tion that approximates
disagreement, namely the training error bound proven in Theorem 1 of Se tion 4.2. This
fun tion an be minimized eÆ iently as we have shown by providing fast algorithms for doing
so.
EÆ ien y of algorithms. Our learning system onsists of two algorithms: the boosting
algorithm RankBoost and the weak learner. The input to the system in ludes an instan e
spa e X , n ranking features, and a feedba k fun tion of size jj that ranks a subset of the
instan es X  X . Given this input, RankBoost generally runs in O(jj) time, and a naive
P
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implementation of the weak learner we present runs in O(njjX) time. We have shown
two improvements in eÆ ien y, as summarized in Theorem 2 of Se tion 4.3. If we use binary
weak hypotheses and we sear h for the best weak hypothesis using the third method in
Se tion 4.2.2, then we an implement the weak learner in time O(njXj + jj). If we use a
binary feedba k fun tion, then we an implement RankBoost in time linear in the number of
instan es in the feedba k. If in addition we use binary weak hypotheses, we an implement
the weak learner in O(njXj) time.
These two restri tion are both natural and useful. Binary hypotheses are quite simple
and this makes them easy to design, analyze, and ompute eÆ iently. Although a single
su h hypothesis may have only weak predi tive power, many of them an be ombined via
boosting into a highly a urate predi tion rule, as is indi ated by our experiments. As for
restri ting the feedba k fun tion to be binary, this often does not redu e the appli ability of the algorithm, sin e many appli ations ome with binary feedba k, su h as those in
information retrieval.
Experimental results. In our experiments we used the weak learner that outputs
a thresholded ranking feature as weak hypothesis. Although these predi tion rules have
limited power, RankBoost was nevertheless able to ombine them into a highly a urate
predi tion rule. In the meta-sear h task, RankBoost performed just as well as the best sear h
strategy for ea h error measure. In the movie-re ommendation task, RankBoost onsistently
outperformed a standard regression algorithm and a nearest-neighbor algorithm.
Our experiments also indi ate that RankBoost is able to do well on data sets of varying
sizes. The meta-sear h task had a small number of ranking features (16 to 22), a large
instan e spa e (10,000 URL's) and large feedba k (10,000 URL's). The movie task had a
large number of ranking features (100 to 2000), a smaller instan e spa e (1,628 movies), and
a range of feedba k sizes (10-1455).

6.2 Future work

The are a variety of dire tions for future work. We ontend that relative preferen es an be
more important than absolute s ores. The results of our experiments on the movie re ommendation task support this: RankBoost signi antly outperformed nearest neighbor and
regression. to further di erentiate between s ores and ranks, we proposed two experiments
(Se tion 5.2.6): testing regression on relative preferen es by normalizing the s ores of ea h
movie viewer, and testing the averaged ombination of k nearest neighbors.
As we have pointed out before, many ranking problems have bipartite feedba k and
therefore an also be viewed as binary lassi ation problems. For su h problems it would be
interesting to ompare RankBoost to AdaBoost ombined with a weak leaner for minimizing
lassi ation error. AdaBoost outputs a real-valued s ore for ea h instan e whi h is then
thresholded to produ e a lassi ation (see Se tion 3.2.4). We ould ompare RankBoost's
ordering to AdaBoost's ordering the instan es by lassi ation weight to see if minimizing
ranking loss is superior to minimizing lassi ation error. There is some ane dotal eviden e
that this is the ase [59℄, but a thorough empiri al evaluation is needed.
As for the RankBoost algorithm itself, the rst method for setting t is the most general
and requires numeri al sear h. S hapire and Singer [65℄ suggest using general iterative meth76

ods su h as Newton-Raphson. Be ause su h methods often have no proof of onvergen e or
an be numeri ally unstable, we would like to nd a spe ial purpose iterative method with
a proof of onvergen e. Of ourse, to be pra ti al, the method would also need to onverge
qui kly.
Perhaps the most important pra ti al resear h dire tion is to apply RankBoost to information retrieval (IR) problems, in luding text, spee h, and image retrieval. These IR
problems are important today due to the vast amount of data available to people via the
WWW and large s ale databases, and they are re eiving attention from a variety of s ienti ommunities. We would like to test RankBoost's alternative approa h of ombining
preferen es by minimize misorderings to see how its performan e ompares to traditional
methods.
In IR experiments where the goal is to order do uments by relevan e to a query, a
ranking feature might be a word or phrase. The feature assigns a do ument a s ore whi h
is a fun tion of the do ument length and the number of times the word or phrase appeared
in the do ument. In this setting the numeri al ratings given by the all the features have the
same range and meaning. Thus it makes sense to onsider ombining the features using their
a tual numeri s ores. If we ondu t experiments omparing a weak learner that uses the
features dire tly as real-valued fun tions to the weak learner presented here whi h thresholds
the features, our results an tell us how RankBoost performs with absolute versus relative
ratings.
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